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MITNUTES OF THE IOSCS MEETING
7th December, 1987--Mariott Hotel, Boston

Progromm£
3: 45 - 5: 45 Albert Pietersmapresiding
Johann Cook, University of Stellenbosch. "Hellenistic Influence in the Greek
of Proverbs?"
Claude Cox, McMaster University, "Terminology for Sin and Forgiveness in
the Greek Translations of Job"
Bernard A. Taylor, Binghamton, NY, "The Majority Text of the Lucian
Manuscripts for 1 Reigns: An Update on the Method and the Results"
Leonard Greenspoon, Clemson University, "The Use and Abuse of the Term
'LXX' and Related Terminology in Recent Scholarship"

Business Meeting
The meeting was called to order by the President, Albert Pietersma at 5:45 p.m.
1. Minutes of the 1986 meeting in Jerusalem were read and approved.
2. The President announced that in 1989 we would meet in conjunction with
the IOSOT, in Leuven, Belgium. The IOSOT meetings will convene on
August 27 and last until September 1. We will meet on the preceding
Friday and Saturday, August 25 and 26. Among possible topics for
symposia at the 1989 gathering are (a) Qumran, the LXX and the New
Testament and (b) LXX Lexicography.
3. The executive Committee proposes an expanded program for next year's
meetings in Chicago. In addition to our usual morning or afternoon
"open" session, we are proposing an evening plenary session on the
impact and significance of D. Barthelemy's Les Devanciers d'Aquila.
The year 1988 will mark the 25th anniversary of the appearance of that
volume. If the plenary session is approved by the SBL Programme
Committee, papers were to be solicited for a panel.
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4. The Treasurer, Walter Bodine, stated that his report would appear in the
upcoming volume of the Bulletin. He noted that, as a result of our
raising the annual dues to $5, we are in good financial condition.
5. The Editor of the Bulletin, Melvin Peters, announced that most of the
material for volume 20 is in hand. Peters urged members to provide him
with information on their own research and that of others.
6. Editor of the SCS Series, Claude Cox, reported that four volumes have
recently appeared: the Proceedings of the Jerusalem Meeting, and
monographs by Kraft-Tov, Cox, and Peters. He also reported on
projected volumes that deal with the Septuagint and with the
Pseudepigrapha.
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NEWS AND NOTES
Death 0/Professor Ziegler
It is with deep regret that BIOSeS notes the passing of Professor
Joseph Ziegler in October of 1988. A more detailed Memoriam to this
distinguished scholar will be forthcoming in the next issue of the Bulletin. It is
only fortuitous, but entirely fitting, that two of the articles in the current issue
deal with or make explicit reference to his work.

Note ofAppreciation.

7.

8.

The general membership accepted the Executive Committee's
recommendation that the positions of Secretary and Treasurer be merged
into one office.
The following slate of officers was unanimously elected for a period of
three years:
President: Eugene Ulrich

Professor Albert Pietersma served as president of IOSCS from 1981
through 1987. He ordered the business of the Organization with efficiency and
skill. A motion of appreciation appears as item 9 of the current Minutes. That
seems hardly a sufficient means to express the organization's gratitude to
Professor'Pieterstna for his service. BIOSeS takes this opportunity to
recognize more fully the contribution of the Immediate Past President and to
wish him continued success in his research.

Vice President: Robert Hanhart
Secretary-Treasurer: Leonard Greenspoon
Editor of the Bulletin: Melvin Peters
Editor SCS Series: Claude Cox
Honorary President: John Wm WeYers, to join Harry M. Orlinsky
Immediate Past President: Albert Pietersma
Members at large: to be appointed by the new President at a later date.
9. A motion was passed thanking Albert Pietersma for the services he rendered
as president.
There being no further business, the meeting adjourned at 6:16 p.m.
Respectfully submitted
Leonard Greenspoon
Secretary-Treasurer

LXX and NT: A Review
Dietrich Alex Koch. Die Schrift als Zeuge des Evangeliums (ftibingen:

J. C. B. Mohr, 1986).
The problem of identifying the Vorlage of the apostle Paul's frequent
quotations from the Hebrew Scriptures has long challenged serious students of
Paul's letters. As far back as the 1720's the Englishman William Whiston and
the Gennan Johann -0. Carpzov were debating whether the Pauline citations or
the Masoretic text more faithfully preserved the wording of the original Hebrew
Bible. 1 NT scholarship has long since moved beyond such apologetics to an
appreciation of the rich diversity that characterizes Paul's frequent appeals to
Scripture. Nevertheless, the fundamental question of the relation between Paul's
citations and the known texts of the Hebrew Scriptures has yet to be
satisfactorily resolved.
lW. Whiston, An Essay Towards Restoring the True Text of the Old Testament (London: n.
p., 1722), and J. G. Carpzov, A Defence afthe Hebrew Bible (London: n. p., 1729). Cited in
E. E. Ellis, Paul's Use of the Old Testament (Edinburgh: Oliver & Boyd, 1957).
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From the standpoint of LXX studies, of course, the more signifiant
question is the reverse: how important are Paul's biblical citations as witnesses
to the text of the Hebrew Scriptures? Numerous studies have established
beyond doubt that Paul drew his quotations from Greek (not Hebrew) biblical
texts that stood not far from the mainstream of our present LXX tradition. 2
Assuming that the texts of the Pauline citations themselves could be established
with reasonable certainty, one might anticipate that they would provide valuable
evidence for the text of the Greek Bible in the first century CEo A brief survey
of the standard printed editions of the LXX, however, would quickly dispel that
notion. The classic edition of Holmes and Parsons appears to exclude the NT
citations entirely from its critical apparatus. Drs. Alan Brooke and Norman
McLean started out citing the evidence of the NT only when it supported known
variants within the LXX manuscript tradition, but shifted to including all
"definite quotations" after concluding that the original approach resulted in "a
somewhat inadequate treatment of such early and important evidence."3 The
editors of the Gottingen Septuagint have obviously struggled with the same
problem, listing Paul's quotations as evidence in certain cases and not in others,
with no clear explanation for the variations in treatment. 4 For example, Paul's
use of the word E1nKaTapaTOs instead of KEKaTllPal-l-EVOS Inro SEal) in Gal. 3: 13
is cited in full in the apparatus to Dt. 21:23, even though most New Testament
scholars would see here a clear instance of Paul's molding the biblical text to fit
his own theological and rhetorical purposes. 5 The somewhat adapted citation of
Dt. 29:3 in Rom. 11:8, on the other hand, is not mentioned at all in the same
volume, despite the fact that at least two of its divergences from the central LXX
tradition (the omission of KVPWS before 6 SEGS and the substitution of OTlI-l-EPOV
2Many of the arguments presented below concerning Paul's reliance on written texts r~tJ.1er than
memory can also be seen to support Paul's use of a Greek rather than a Hebrew onglllal. A
Hebrew Vorlage is generally presumed only for Rom. 11:35, 1 Cor. 3:19, 2 Cor. 8:15, and 2
Tim. 2:19, in all of which the wording appears to stand closer to the Hebrew than to any
known Greek text.
3Alan E. Brooke, Norman McLean, and H. St. J. Thackeray, eds., The Old Testament in Greek
(Cambridge: University Press, 1906-), Vol. 1, Genesis, p. vii.
40n a visit to Duke University in December 1988, Dr. John Wevers informed me that such
decisions were left up to the editors of each volume.
5S ee for example the commentaries of Lightfoot (1881), Burton (ICC, 1921), Lagrange
(1950), Bligh (1966), Betz (Hermeneia, 1979), and Bruce (NIGTC, 1982). Two features lead
most scholars to such a conclusion: (1) the obvious inappropriateness of the original wording
for the point Paul wishes to make (the Deuteronomy language depicts God's "curse" as being
actualized prior to the "hanging", rather than in the act itself); and (2) the choi~e of.the word
ETHKctnipctTOS as a replacement (a seemingJy intentional echo of Dt. 27:26, cited Just three
verses earlier). Note also the complete lack of extra-Christian testimony to the Pauline
reading.
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for Ta~T1)S before 1lllEpas) are rather difficult to explain as intentional Pauline
alterations. Most intriguing is the treatment of Rom. 10:6-8, a Christian midrash
on Dt. 30:12-14. Here the Paulineforms ofv. 6 (~Dt. 30:12) and v. 8 (~Dt.
30:.14) are noted ill the apparatus along with the other variants, whereas v. 7,
w~ch ~aul treats ~ikewise as a citation, is omitted entirely. Presumably the
editor Judged Paul s reworking of the intervening verse (Dt. 30:13) to be so
thorough as to preclude the possibility of it representing a different Vorlage in
any of its details.
To characterize such variations in treatment as a serious weakness in the
e?ito~al. techniq~e o~ t~e ,?ottingen LXX would of course be short-sighted,
sl~ce It IS the e~ltors ru~ ill such a project to bring together every piece of
eVIdence that mIght pOSSIbly contribute to a proper evaluation of the text of the
Old Greek Bible. What these examples do indicate, however, is the need for a
better set of tools to guide LXX textual scholars in their use of the NT evidence.
The biblical citations in the NT do indeed afford a valuable glimpse into the
~tatus of the Greek and Hebrew texts of the Bible at a relatively early and
Important period in their development. Their usefulness for text-criticism
however, is clouded. by the effects of a relatively "loose" citation practice tha~
runs throughout the NT documents. Whether one attributes it to carelessness
faulty memory, unconscious adaptation, or active "christianization" of the text:
t~e fact remains that the NT authors as a whole do not appear to have been
hlghly scrupulous about adhering to the precise wording of any known text in
their frequent citations from the Hebrew Scriptures. Unfortunately, NT scholars
have been relatively slow to take up the challenge of providing LXX text critics
"With practical guidelines for distinguishing between editorial activity and genuine
textual variants within the broad corpus of NT citations. As a result, the
evidence of the NT citations is generally given little weight by textual scholars as
a witness to the text of the LXX.
It is therefore with gratitude that one acknowledges the publication of any
work that attempts to bridge the seemingly impassable chasm that sometimes
separates these two disciplines. Such a work is Dietrich Alex Koch's Die Schrift
als Zeuge des Evangeliums (Tubingen: J. C. B. Mohr, 1986). Though written
primarily as a contribution to the broader discussion of Paul's use of the Hebrew
Scriptures in explicating his·Christian theology, Koch's study offers a number
of observations along the way that will be of interest to LXX scholars as well.
Early in his book (pp. 48-57) Koch undertakes a careful investigation of
the place of Paul's Greek Vorlage within the text-history of the LXX. In the
process he moves the study of the Pauline citations a significant step forward by
carrying out a separate analysis for each book cited by Paul, rather than treating
the LXX as a monolithic entity in the manner of most previous Pauline
scholarship. (Koch acknowledges the assistance of Robert Hanhart of the
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Septuagint project in this part of his study.) Through a careful
companson of the Pauline citations with the primary witnesses for each book of
the Greek Bible, Koch is able to conclude that Paul stands closer to the tradition
represented by A and Q in his citations from the book of Isaiah; whereas his
quotes from the Pentateuch, while more diverse in their textual origins, appear
on the whole most closely related to the tradition found in F. Quotations from
the Twelve are too few and diverse to allow a clear textual orientation to emerge,
but ~greement seems to be greatest with the tradition represented by V. No
specIfic profile can be identified for the multitude of Psalms citations found in
Paul's letters.
S,everal readings from Isaiah (8:14 in Rom. 9:33, 25:8 in 1 Cor. 15:54,
28:1lff m 1 Cor. 14:21, and 52:7 in Rom. 10:15), along with Paul's two
citations from Job (41:3 in Rom. 11:35 and 5:12·]3 in I Cor. 3:19) and two
from 3 ReIgns (19:10 and 19:18 in Rom. 11:3-4) do not appear to fit within the
known text-history of the LXX, and must therefore be traced to different
Vorlagen. To explain these texts, some of which agree with one or another of
the later "Hebraizing" recensions of the LXX, Koch posits the use of Greek
texts similar to those found at Qumran, where an earlier revision of the LXX in
the directio~ of t~e H~brew text seems to be indicated (pp. 57-78). The presence
of such a WIde dIverSIty of text-types within the Pauline corpus is attributed to
Paul's supposed practice of excerpting potentially useful texts from a broad
range of biblical manuscripts in the course of his travels throughout the Roman
Empire (pp. 80·81, 99·101, 284·5). Finally, a number of texts are identified in
which divergent readings would appear to be attributable to textual developments
~redating Paul's use of the text. These include the addition of Ilrl to Gen. 21:10
ill Gal. 4:30, the addition of aiJTa to Lev. 18:5 in Gal. 3:12 and Rom. 10:5 the
use of os instead of oons and the addition of Toil to Dt. 27:26 in Gal. 3:10
possibly the omission of o<flo6pa in Rom. 10:8 and the substitution of KTJIlWOEl;
for <!nllwons in 1 Cor. 9:9, and additional variants in Rom. 9:25 (Hos. 2:25),
9:26 (Hos. 2:1), 11:9 (Ps. 68:23), and 12:20 (Prov. 25:21) (pp. 48·78 passim).
Un~or:unately, Ko~h nowhere spells out his methodology for determining which
vanattons are Paulme and which represent the use of a different Vorlage.
Another aspect of Koch's work that would be of interest to students of
the LXX is his careful investigation of Paul's technique of citing Scripture (pp.
92-98, 189). Here he offers what will no doubt be viewed as the definitive
refutation of all "memory lapse" theories for explaining Paul's relative "freedom"
with the wording ,of the biblical text. Though most of his arguments are not
new,. th~ cumulative effect of Koch's marshalling of the evidence is highly
convmcmg. Among the observations that he puts forward are: (1) the exact
agreement of fully 40% of Paul's citations with a known text of the LXX
i~cl~~ing numerous instances where the wording of the LXX diverge~
slgOlflcantly from the Hebrew; (2) the close approximation of almost all the
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remaining texts to the wording of one or another version of the LXX, with most
of the divergences attributable to the needs of the new context; (3) the general
agreement bet\Veen Paul and the LXX concerning the form of the divine name
(8EDS or KVpWS) used in the various citations; and (4) the presence of different
wording in two instances of parallel citations (Rom. 11:5 = Gal. 3:11, Rom.
9:33 = Rom. 10: 11), which would appear to point toward intentional
modification of a known biblical text. Additional evidence said to support Paul's
reliance on written texts rather than memory citation includes: (1) the presence
of pre-Pauline Hebraizing text-forms in a number of Paul's citations (see above);
(2) the lack of citations in the so-called "prison epistles", which might be traced
to the inaccessibility of written texts at the time they were composed; (3)
instances of apparent haplography in Paul's reading of his Greek Vorlage (Rom.
9:27, 10:15); and (4) indications of Paul's ongoing personal study in the text of
Scripture, including the shift in his treatment of Abraham between Galatians and
Romans and the careful construction of the Scriptural catena in Rom. 3:10-18.
Koch's fundamental thesis, for which he presents a strong case, is that
Paul actively and consciously modified the wording of his Vorlage where
necessary to bring out what he as a Christian felt was the true meaning of the
Scriptures as a witness to the coming of Christ and his gospel. In a careful
examination of the individual citations (pp. 102-56), Koch identifies a number of
ways in which Paul commonly modified the wording of his texts: (1) reversing
the order of words (primarily for accentuation);6 (2) changing person, number,
gender, tense, and mood (to suit a new context or to render a new sense from a
verse);7 (3) omitting words from the text (to make it more concise, to accentuate,
or to offer a new interpretation);8 (4) adding words to the text (relatively
6Note for example the reversal of clauses in Paul's (highly adapted) citation of Has. 2:25 in
Rom.9:25, which brings "not my people" into a place of prominence in accordance with his
application of the verse to Gentile Christians, and 2 Cor. 8:15, where a transposition of
subject and verb in the first clause creates a neat formal parallelism. Other instances can be
seen in Rom. 2:25 (citing Is. 52:5) and 1 Cor. 15:55 (citing Hos. 13:14).
7Typical examples of conforming the text to its new grammatical context can be found in
Rom. 3:18 (aVToil from Ps. 35:2 changed to aVTwv), Rom. 10:19 (avTa'vs from Dt. 32:21
modified to VilaS), and 1 Cor. 15:27 (1J1fETa,as from Ps. 8:7 replaced by l'nrha'Ev). More
theologically motivated changes can be seen in Rom. 9:17, where reversion to the MT's first
person address (E,rjynpa in place of the S~€T))prj8))s of Ex. 9:16 LXX) suits Paul's emphasis
on the absolute sovereignty of God, and Rom. 10:15, where the shift from a singular to a
plural participle (from the E1.layyd,~{ol-l{vov of Is. 52:7 to the Pauline TW-V
EvaYY€I\t{OI-lEVWV) is necessary for Paul's re-application of the verse to Christian
missionaries. Additional examples may be found in Rom. 10:11 (citing Is. 28:16), 1 Cor.
14:21 (= Is. 28:11-12), and 1 Cor. 15:54-5 (combining Is. 25:8 with Has. 13:14).
8Instances of omissions that affect the meaning of the text include Rom. 1:17 (the I-l0V in the
LXX of Hab. 2:4 clearly refers to the nians of Ood, not man), Oa1.3:13 (reflecting Paul's
Christian sensitivity to speaking of Christ as "cursed -Uno 8EOii" as in Dt. 21:23), and
Gal.4:30 (adapting a narrative declaration by Sarah into a universal principle by omitting the
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infrequent, usually to clarify its sense);9 (5) replacing words or phrases by new
fannulations (to adapt to Pauline patterns of speech, to accentuate, or to express
a new interpretation);l0 (6) introducing a portion of one verse into the text of
a?other (so-called "mixed" or "canflated" cit~tions);l1 and (7) combining
dIfferent texts back-ta-back under a single introductory formula ("combined
")I2A ceord'mg to Koch ,s calculations,
I,
CI"t"
atlOns.
such intentional modifications
can be foun~ ~ fully 56% of Paul's citations (52 out of a total of 93), with over
half the modifIed texts experiencing multiple alterations. Up to three-fourths of
these modifications introduce ,basic changes in the "sense" of the texts so treated
~ith most tied directly to the function of the citation within its new context. All
III all, says Koch, the evidence is overwhelming that Paul was aware of the
precise wording of the Scriptural text in every case, and either retained or altered
that wording dep~nd~n~ on what he intended to signify by his use of the text (pp
186-90). The slgmflcance of such conclusions for the use of Paul's citations
as a witness to the text of the LXX cannot be overestimated. Regardless of
whether one agrees with his handling of every individual citation Koch has
made a convincing case for attributing the bulk of Paul's deviatio~s from the
central LXX textual tradition to the editorial activities of Paul himself.13 This
~eans that text criti,cs ~ave generally been on the right track in downplaying the
Importance of Paul s dIvergent text-forms as a witness to the text of the Greek
Bible in the first century CE. It does not mean, however, that the evidence of
TaVTl)V, ~O:VTTJS, and lJ,ov '10"0:0:1( of Gen. 21:10). Other omissions of various types can be
observed 10 Rom. 3:15-17 ("" Is. 59:7-8), Rom. 9:28 (= Is. 10:22-23) Rom 10'6-8 (= Dt
30:12-14), and 1 Cor. 2:16 (= Is. 40:13; cf. Rom. 11:34).
,..
.

9Por instance,,~e t,,:,ofold addition of OVI( to Ps. 13:2 in Rom. 3:11, used to maintain the
~~~~~.of the ongmal m a new context, and the emphatic addition of EYW to Dt. 32:35 in Rom.
:OOut ?f

t~e numerous exarr:p~es may be noted the substitution of nEv'OOIJ,O:~ for

o;VO:crTPEtjJW m Rom. ?:9 (the ongmal reference to the angel's "return" in Gen. 18:14 would
h~ve made no s~nse m the, n~w context); the use of aOETllow in place of KPVt)JW in 1 Cor.

1..19 \stren~t~enmg th~ depIcbon.of the divine action in Is. 29:14 and creating a better parallel
with alfoAw), and the IncorporatiOn of O"o¢wv into the citation ofPs. 94:10 in 1 Cor. 3:20 in
pla~e of the more .genera1 avOpw1!wv (tying the verse more explicitly into the theme of the
vamty of human WIsdom that dommates 1 Cor. 1-3).
11See for example ~om. 9:9.' which combines elements of Gen. 18:10 and 18:14; Rom. 9:2527, w~Jere the KO:AEcrw th~t.mtroduces v. 25 (ciLing Has. 2:25) is dcrived directly from the
~Ai)OTJcrOV.Tal of v. 26 (cItmg Hos. 2:1); Rom. 9:33, which merges a phrase from Is. 8:14
mto Is. 28.16; and Gal. 3:8, where Gen. 12:3 and 18:18 are conflated.
12 The classic example is Rom. 3:10-18, which combines into a single "citation" verses from
Ps.13:1-~, Ps. 5:1.0, Ps. 139:4, Ps. 9:28, Is. 59:7-8, and Ps. 35:2. Other examples include
Rom. 11.26-7, cItmg .I~. 59:20-21 and Is. 27:9; Rom. 11:33-6, citing Is. 40:13 and Job 41'3'
and 1 Cor. 15:54-5, cItmg Is. 25:8 and Has. 13:14.
. ,
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the Pauline citations can now be conveniently set aside in the conduct of LXX
text-criticism. While a great many of Paul's divergent readings can now be
attributed with confidence to Paul's own technique of citing Scripture, there
remain many others for which the origins are far from clear. Koch's seminal
attempt to distinguish intentional Pauline modifications from genuine textual
variants represents a major step in the right direction, but his failure to specify
the grounds for his various conclusions renders their uncritical use for textcritical purposes suspect. More attention could also be given to evidence within
the LXX tradition that might support Paul's use of a different Vorlage for at least
some of his apparently divergent readings. In a number of instances Koch
attributes similarities to the influence of the Pauline citations on the LXX
manuscript tradition, with no attempts to justify such a conclusion. 14 The
existence of such evidence is noteworthy in instances where no clear Pauline
motivation for the deviation can be identified, but becomes especially relevant in
those "gray areas" where either a Pauline adaptation or the use of a different
Vorlage could be posited (e. g., the omission of o¢o8pa in Rom. 10:6, citing Dt.
30:12, and the omission of TaUTllV and TauTnS in Gal. 4:30, citing Gen.
21:10). Since Koch fails to offer arguments in favor of his positions on many of
the more questionable Pauline deviations, it remains for subsequent investigators
to sift through the evidence to isolate which are likely the result of Pauline
editorial activity and which might represent genuine readings of a variant Greek
text. Whether such studies will ever be carried to fruition, however, depends
in part on the willingness of serious students of Paul to set aside their immediate
exegetical and theological concerns in the interest of furthering the development
of scholarship in a related field. Until this happens, the potential contribution of
the Pauline citations to a proper evaluation of the text of the LXX will remain
largely unrealized.
Christopher D. Stanley
Duke University
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Twenty-five years ago Domenique Barthelemy's Les Devanciers d'
Aquila appeared; its subtitle (in translation) was "First full publication of the
text of the Minor Prophets Fragments found in the desert of Judah, preceded by

Trebolle Barrera, Julio. "Reflejos de paralelismo hebreo en la Vetus latina," Sef
46 (1986) 463-471. [See under Diaz Esteban.]

a study on the Greek translations and recensions of the Bible produced in the
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impact was immediate and widespread, and today there is no reputable
Septuagint scholar who has not been influenced by it.
In this study I shall reflect on two basic contributions which seem to me

to have resulted from this publication. Some 20 years ago, in my review of the
work in the Theologische Rundschau I said:
Apparently the most important conclusion which we can make
with certainty is that our texts are part of LXX history and are
not a new translation .... Our text should once and for all
bury Kahle's theory of 'many translations'; here is a text
which is obviously Jewish and which just as obviously
shows that it is a revision of the so-called 'Christian' LXX
text. 2
What Barthelemy has shown is that we have a Jewish recension a/the old LXX

text. What he presupposes is that there is a text being revised; the recension is
an attempt to correct an existing translation.

1Les Devanciers d'Aquila; Premiere Publication Integrale du Texte des Fragments du
Dodecapropheton trouves dan Ie desert de Jllda, precedee d'une etude sur les tradllctions et
recensions grecques de la Bible realisees au premier siec1e de notre ere sous l'influence dll
Rabbinat Palestinien. SVT X, Leiden, 1963.
2Theologische Rundschau N.F. XXXIII (1968) 67f. [The actual quote is in German and
reads: "Wahrscheinlich ist die bedeutendste Schlussfoigerung, die man mit Sicherheit ziehen
kann, die, dass unsere Texte ein Teil deT LXX-Geschichte sind und nicht eine neue Obersetzung
Bieten.. .Unser Text soBte nun ein flir allemal Kahles Theorie von den 'vielen
Dbersetzungen' begraben. Hier is ein Text, der offensichUich judisch ist und der ebenso
offensichtlich zeigt, dass er eine Revision des so-genanntcn 'chnstlichcn' LXX-Textes ist. Ed.]
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not one scrap of evidence. These fragments were characterized by Vaccari in

1936 as being Lucianic6 on the basis of three readings which they supported.

This then means that proto-Septuagint studies are a valid enterprise.
There was a Septuagint Pentateuch created in Egypt in the third century B.C.,
and the attempt to get back to the earliest possible pre-recensional fonn of that

In actual fact, it is now fully clear that each of these three readings is a witness to

original text is as legitimate and as urgent as is the creation of critical editions of

of a second century B.C. text as Lucianic, though it ought to have been severely

the N.T.
Since I have been rather preoccupied since the appearance of

the original text of Deuteronomy. Unfortunately this surprising characterization
questioned by everyone as being most unlikely, has been widely accepted? and

has become canonical wisdom. It is, however, quite untrue, and even a Lucianic
fonn of the Pentateuch is itself an uncertain matter. 8

Barthelemy's volume with proto-Septuagint studks for the Greek Pentateuch, I
might be pennitted to reflect on just what that basic contribution of Barthelemy

A second example is of much greater significance. It concerns MS 848

has meant methodologically for the establishment of the critical text and for the

or Papyrus Fouad 266.9 This was copied cir. 50 B.C. and contains substantial

understanding of its textual history. It means that Jewish pre-Christian remains

parts of Deut. 17-33. What makes this find so sensational is that it gives us an

can be properly examined as part of the LXX tradition. In Kahle's fanciful

insight into the nature of the pre-recensional text of Deuteronomy as it existed in

reconstruction, the third century quotations from the Pentateuch by Demetrius

Egypt only two centuries after it was translated and almost half a millennium
before Codex Vaticanus. lO

the Hellenist as well as Aristobulus' reference to the "law code among us ...
translated ... before Alexander's Conquest" concern translation(s) earlier than
the LXX.3 The fact is that if these prove anything it is that the LXX existed as
early as the third century B.C.

It also means that the early Jewish Greek Biblical texts are to be taken as
part of the text history of the LXX and are important witnesses to be used for the

Its significance lies not only in its unusual value for identifying the
original text of Deuteronomy, but also in showing us what a text with nonrecensional revisions actually looks like. This kind of Egyptian text is in essence
worlds apart from the kind of Palestinian recensional text that Barthelemy

published.

establishment of the critical text. Two examples immediately come to mind.
Manuscript 957 is a small fragment of Deuteronomy coming from the 2nd
century B.C.4 Kahle s took this Manchester Papyrus as having "been written

6"Pragmentum Biblieum Saeculi II ante Christum" Bib XVIII (1936) 501-504.

before the Alexandrian Committee commissioned by the Jews began its work."

7E.g., in B. M. Metzger, "The Lueianic Recension of the Greek Bible" Chapters in the
History ofN. T. Textual Criticism. NTIS IV (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1963) 1-41.

By an Alexandrian Committee he means a committee in the latter part of the 2nd
century B.C. which he has reconstructed for the creation of a revision which he
maintains The Letter of Aristeas was written to defend, and for which there is
3p. E. Kahle, The Cairo Geniza, 2nd edition (1959) 221.
4Pirst published by C. H. Roberts, Two Biblical Papyri in the John Rylands Library
Manchester, 1936. Cf. J. W. Weyers, "The Earliest Witness to the LXX Deuteronomy"
CBQ 39 (1977) 240-244

SOp. cit., 221.

8Cf. the writer's "A Lucianic Recension in Genesis?" BIOSCS VI (1973) 22-35; "The
Lueianic Problem" Text History of the Greek Genesis (1974) 158-175; and particularly see
Text History of the Greek Deuteronomy (1978) 25-30.
9Pacsimile.edition: Zaki AIy, Three Rolls of the Early Septuagint, Genesis and Deuteronomy
(p. Pouad my. no. 266 = Rahlfs' nos. 847, 848 and 942), Plates and Notes in Collaboration
with the International Archive of Greek and Latin Papyri of the Association Intemationale de
Papyrologues, 1980.

lOS ee J. W. Weyers, "The Attitude of the Greek Translator of Deuteronomy, Beitrage fur
alttestarnentlichen Theologie" Festschriftfar Walther Zimmerli zum 70 Geburtstag (1977)
498·505. Por a full analysis cf. Idem, "The Text Character of 848" in Text History of the
Greek Deuteronomy (1978) 64-85.
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So one may conclude that in the Kahle vs Lagarde-Rahlfs controversy

Kahle was wrong and the Lagarde school was right. Not that Lagarde's
methodology for reconstructing the text history of the LXX can be accepted
holus bolus as a blueprint for restoring the original text. His views are far too

simplistic. Jerome had referred to the trifaria varietas, i.e. the three Christian

recensions of his day: the Lucianic in Syria, the Hesychian in Egypt and the
Hexaplaric in Palestine. 11 Lagarde's plan for recovering the original LXX was

first to identify these three recensional texts, and then by removing all the
recensional elements to recover the pre-recensional text of the LXX. 12 To this
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Nor can one say that these eleven text families are

independent of each other. At the risk of gross oversimplification I would say
that my overall impression might well identify larger clusters of text in the
tradition; some such clustering would be attracted to the B text, the A text, the
hexaplaric text, the Catena tradition and the Byzantine group.16 But except for
the hexaplaric text these clusters do not on the whole show recensional traits.
Furthermore, these groups may be said to have probably originated in certain
geographical areas: the B text as well as the A text, in Egypt, the hexaplaric text
in Palestine, and the Catena and the Byzantine texts in Byzantium.

end he published in 1883 his Lucianic text13 propaedeutic to an eventual critical

What is clear from all this is that the text history of the Greek Pentateuch

edition of the LXX, a text which his disciple Rahlfs called "Lagarde's biggest

is complex and represents such a degree of eclecticism as to make a clear

failure. "14

statement of stemmata for any group, let alone for any individual MS, quite

My own work on the Greek Pentateuch illustrates how much more
complex its text history really is. Only one of the three Christian recensions can

impossible, even though it is throughout equally clear that it is all part of the
textual development of a single original translation.

be clearly identified, namely the hexaplaric, whereas the other two remain

There is a second approach towards the critical text which is not through

uncertain. On the other hand an analysis of the approximately 100 extant Greek

the text history at all but rather through the translator himself. 17 The LXX is a

MSS copied before Gutenberg, of papyri remains, versions and patristic

library of materials deriving from different translators of different countries.

quotations has yielded not only the major hexaplaric witnesses but also two sub-

Even the books of the Pentateuch are the products of different translators. This

groups, a large Catena group which includes two sub-groups as well, and nine

was already known to Zacharias Frankel in 1851,18 but the implications of that

further distinctive textual groups or families--a total of eleven text families and

knowledge have not always been drawn by today's critics. Each translator's

four sub-groups. Of course, none of these MSS exhibits a pure text; all MSS are

approach to his task must be studied through a careful analysis of his work Is

eclectic;15 in fact, several MSS remain which are so mixed in character as to

his reverence for the language of the source document so great that it

IIPraef. in Lib. Paralip.: "totusque orbis hac inter se trifaria varietate compugnat."

16With considerable hesitation I suggest the following tendencies towards clustering: for the B
text xf and MS 55; for the A text F, M andy; the hexapJaric text 0" and z; the Catena text
C" s 0/, with hex readings on the margins of C" and s, and the Byzantine text group d n t
and to a lesser extent b. It must be emphasized that these are not to be identified as distinct
textual entities but merely as textual drifts.

12Pirst outlined in Symmicta II (1880), 137-148, and later in Ankundigung einer neuen
ausgabe der griechischen ubersetzung des alten testaments (1882) especially p.22ff.

13Librorum Ve/eris Testamenti canonicorum pars prior Graece Pauli Lagarde Studio et
sumptibus edita.
14"Dieser Ausgabe ... iiberhaupt wahl der Grosste Pehlschlag Lagardes," Paul de Lagardes
wissenschaftliches Lebenswerk in Rahmen einer Geschichte seines Lebens dargestellt. MSU
IV, 1 (1928) 78f.
15p. de Lagarde, Anmerkungen zur griechischen Ubersetzung der Proverbien (1863), in his
first axiom of text criticism says" die manuscripte der griechischen iibersetzung des a. 1. sind
alle entweder unmittelbar oder nrittelbar das resultat eines eklektischen verfahrens ... , p.3.

17Cf. my discussions in BIOSeS 18 (1985) 16-38; see also "Translation and C~onicity:
A Study in the Narrative Portions of Exodus." Scripta Signa Vocis (Festschnft J. H.
Hospers, 1986) 295-303; but particularly the various chapters entitled "The .Critical Text" in
my Text History of the Greek Genesis (1974), Leviticus (1986) and Exodus (m press).

18Uber den £influss der palastinischen Exegese auf die alexandrinische llermeneutik, and
already in his Vorstudien zu der Septuaginta which appeared ten years earlier. Cf. BiOSeS
18 (1985) 19-21.
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overwhelms the demands of the target language? i.e. is the translation a
literalistic word for word rendering, a noun for noun, verb for verb, preposition
for preposition, kind of Greek? Or does the translator have such a fine sense of
the demands of Greek style and rhetoric that the content but not the structure of
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concerning Septuagint usage unless they are verified by full study. Far more
convincing are statements on usage or translation techniques of single
translators.

the source language is expressed? One might thus contrast Numbers with

To summarize what has been said thus far, the search for an original text

Exodus, the former being far more Hebraic, and the latter much better Greek.

from which extant witnesses in Greek are derivative is a valid one. But in so

Or for extreme cases outside the Pentateuch one might contrast Ecclesiastes in its

doing it is methodologically wrong to impose on the text history of such texts a

painful Aquilanic literalness with the free paraphrase of Proverbs where even

preconceived pattern of recensional activity; the witnesses must be sorted out and

metaphors and similes are changed so as to be more attractive to a Hellenized

allowed to speak for themselves without presuppositions, and text families must

audience.

be identified on the basis of factual, textual evidence.

Or to ask another question: does the translator tend to translate with

It is then clear that the recovery of the original, or better said, the

stereotyped patterns as in the census reports and repeated offerings in Numbers

establishment of the critical text, involves not simply an assessment of the text

or does he engage in variation for variety's sake as in Leviticus? What are the

history but also an understanding of the mind, habits, and quirks of the

patterns of usage which a particular translator follows? Does he follow his

translator.

Hebrew word for word, clause for clause, or is he aware of the larger context of
the book and thus level out the text as is frequently the case with the Exodus
translator?

ll. The Recension
Meanwhile in Palestine, Seleucid interference in matters Jewish created a

Such an analysis may also involve grammatical matters. For example,

strong sense of nationalist fervor which focused particularly on strict adherence

the Deut translator often adapts the case of a relative pronoun by attraction to its

to the practices demanded by the Torah. The Maccabaean revolt gave impetus to

antecedent, whereas in Numbers the grammatically correct case is insisted on.

nationalist feeling and pride. Not that this new feeling of independence and self-

Or again did the translator prefer Hellenistic forms to Attic ones? Or individual

sufficiency could stem the onward march of Greek as the lingua franca of the

patterns_of usage may emerge. The Exodus translator renders the phrase "in the

civilized world, but it could demand full observance of the law as found in the

i.e. the word "Egypt" is in the

Pentateuch. Furthermore it could look askance at and make demands upon the

dative, but the phrase "in all the land of Egypt" always appears as €v mlO1J yt]

diaspora. For the Lord roars from Zion and not from Alexandria; it was

A~YVTTTOV

But in Genesis the pattern is

Jerusalem which he had chosen to put his name there; Israel was the land of

different. In the phrase "in all/whole land of Egypt" the name is in the dative

promise, not Egypt. Is it any wonder then that questions might be raised about

three times and only once in the genitive. The phrase "in the land of Egypt" is

the origins of the Greek Pentateuch? Was it after all legitimate; did it actually

translated as in Exodus except for one case where the genitive bccurs. This is

render the hands unclean?

land of Egypt" inevitably by €v Yil

AiyVTTT(~

i.e. "Egypt" is in the genitive.

but a minor point but it is illustrative of the kind of stylistic patterns or
mannerisms that occur.
It is scarcely necessary for me to belabor the point any longer. By now it
is clear that one should view with scepticism if not alarm general claims

It is in this context that the raison d'etre of the Legend of Pseudo-

Aristeas can best be understood. Written as most scholars agree in the latter part
of the second pre-Christian century, its central story stresses the Palestinian
roots of the translation, a translation made over a century beforehand but whose
authenticity was only now being questioned.
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words as being extant whose restoration is fairly certain to be correct. There are
Of course the story was made up out of whole cloth; of course it is not a

15 verses represented in the two columns. Approximately 149 words can be

piece of historical writing, but it did carry an important message. The sacred text

read or restored with some certainty. Of these 38 show a revised text; the

had been sent by the high priest in Jerusalem; that Hebrew text was not only not

remainder do not. Though the proportions which these numbers suggest may

an Egyptian copy, it was actually Palestinian and it was official. Furthennore the

not be entirely accurate since the text is fragmentary and partially restored it does

translators were not even diaspora Jews; there were six chosen from each of the

reflect an overall picture of a text which has been extensively revised but at least

twelve tribes of Israel resident in the holy land, and these 72 had been

two thirds of which has been left untouched and thus easily identified. A

commissioned by the high priest himself. What could be more authentic than

recension then is a revision of an existing text.

that! And that Greek translation had been rendered canonical by the Jewish
2). A second criterion for a recension is a standard used for determining

community in Alexandria who not only accepted it but declared accursed anyone

who might add or subtract anything from the work or effect any change in it
whatsoever. 19

what needs revision and what can be left unrevised. That norm for this text is
correspondence to the Hebrew text. To illustrate this I shall again use only
columns 1 and 2.

And the Letter was indeed successful. For over a century the Greek
Pentateuch was more or less unquestioned as the canonical Greek form of the

a). Such changes may involve number. In 2:4 lil J "river" is taken

Torah. It is not an accident that the recension represented the fragments
published by Barthelemy finds no parallel in the Pentateuch. In fact, even for

(correctly) as a collective by the LXX and translated by lToTavoi. Our text
changes this to TTOTavoS'. So too at 3:10 il111il CLJ1i "their evil way" in

two of the three Christian recensions I can find no convincing evidence.

referring to the Ninevities is understood by LXX as nllv 68wv aLm)lv

Which brings me back to Barthelemy, who after an was dealing with a
Jewish recension as found in the Minor Prophets fragments. And I would say
that the second basic contribution which Barthelemy has made is the
demonstration that R is a recension of the old Septuagint.20 \\That is abundantly
clear from Barthelemy is just what a recension looks like. Certain clear nonns
for identifying a recension stand out, and it might be worthwhile to examine
these in some detail.

TTOVl)PWV

"their evil ways." This was corrected by the revisor to the singular Tl)S' o8ou
lTOV1)paS'. Or at 4:2 "lJ.i "my word" is singular in the Hebrew, but LXX took
it as

o~ A6yo~ 1l0U

"my words" and R changed it to 0 AOYOS'

VOV.

b). Revision may involve articulation. At 2:5 the phrase
"your holy temple" is correctly rendered in LXX by,

TOV

lllhp ':oJ'"

vaov TOV ay~6v

GOU

i.e. with both "temple" and "holy" articulated. The Hebrew phrase is of course
not articulated and our scroll has vaov aywv

GOU

with both articles omitted,

resulting in poor Greek though fine Hebrew.
1). It must be clear that a recension is not a new translation but a
revision of an existing text. In other words the text being revised must be
identifiable, must shine through. In our case it is the old Septuagint. To
illustrate this let me take the first two columns which contain fragments of the
text Jonah. Most words are fragmentary and so one can only consider the
number of words. which actually show change. And one can only count such

c). Revision may simply change the word order. At 2:4 ., JJ.J.O" "shall
surround me" is translated in LXX as "me shall they surround." The reviser has
placed the pronoun IlE after the verb to correspond more closely to MT.
d).

Should the LXX have a shorter text the reviser filled it in to

correspond to the hebrew. At 2:5 the Hebrew has ''I am cast out from your
sight" = l"Pl1 iJJn. LXX translated the compound preposition idiomatically
by E~, but to reviser this left iJJ

19Aristeas,31Of. Cf. also, BIoses 18 (1985) 18-19.
200p. cit., 179

"from over against (your sight)~"

untranslated, so he added, EVavnaS' i.e.
And at 3:9 MT has

onJ 1 J. itU

"turn and
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repent.

PI

LXX simply has Ei IlETavorioH omitting the first verb. This the
ETfWTPE<pH KW "return and."

reviser supplies by adding

e). Free or idiomatic renderings-ate also ~hanged to more literal ones.
Thus at 1:14 ~"PJ Oi "innocent blood" is rendered by LXX as ahw 8£wwv
"righteous blood." But 8iKawV is not quite the same as

~"P J

and R changed it

to a8wov "innocent." At 2:6 the colorful statement "ili~l? ill 1J.n ~1D literally
"reeds (were) wrapped about my head" is prosaically interpreted by LXX as E8v
1) KEq,aAr)

!.l0V

"my head sank down." This has been changed by R to a literal

EAas TTEP~EOXEV

T-nV KE<j)a},.r)v 1l0V "reeds encircled my head." Or at 3:8 the
Hebrew clause "they turned each from his way" 1:;11D ttl"' t': is correctly

translated by LXX as (KaOTO$' aTTO TllS" QOOV mJTov "each from his way." But
tLhN to the reviser meant "man" and should be translated by Q;VllP wherever it

occurred and so Q;VllP is substituted for EKaOTOS" . Or to mention but one more,
at 4:1 it is said that Jonah 1? In'' "became angry." The LXX with due regard
for the context of the story made an excellent choice in oVVExv8T] "he became
frustrated, confounded" which described Jonah's mood precisely. This,
however, was far too free for the reviser who changed it to i}8V!l-TjOEV "became
angry. "
f). And fInally at times the reviser is impelled by his reverence for the

Jewish sensibilities of his time. Rather than use KVPWS" as the substitute for the
tetragrammaton, he has reverted to the YHWH of the original in each case and
that in the archaic Canaanite script. Also illustrative of this same avoidance of
possible offence may well be his revision of LXX's translation of On). The
Niphal of the root on J occurs both at 3:9 and 10. LXX in both cases used the
verb

VETavo{~v

"to change one's mind, to repent." Since it is God who is the

subject of the verb this means that God has changed his mind. The reviser in
both cases has substituted the passive of lWpaKaAE1v "to relent."

renders the title n 1NJ.:!::,; il1 il" by YHWH

TWV OVVU!l-EWV,

33

which incidentally

always occurs articulated in spite of the lack of an article in the Hebrew original.
The conjunction ".J which is translated in LXX by on is usually changed to
0~6n by the reviser. And the various Hebrew equivalents for "therefore," ?l.l

nN7 ?l.l 1.J? 1.J and even 1.J~, all become OUl ,OV,O in the Minor Prophets
fragments. Over against this LXX used o~a TOVTO for 1.J? as wen as one time
for 1.J ?l.l which is elsewhere rendered by EVEKEV ,OVTOV. It also used EvEKEV
T01),OV for DN7 ?l.l. For l.JN LXX apparently understood the root 11.J since
it is translated by EToqla'w "be prepared." At the other end of the scale Aq
reserved o12t TOViO solely for 1.J?
I would like to conclude this discussion by calling attention to the
terminology which Barthelemy himself used.

At the beginning of this

discussion I called attention to the lengthy sub-title to the book which
Barthelemy used to describe exactly what his study was about. Not only was
this the fIrst full publication of the text of the Minor Prophets fragments, but it
also included a study of Greek translators and recensions of the Bible produced
in the first century of our era under the influence of the Palestinian Rabbinate.
Unfortunately scholars who have applauded his work have paid little attention to
his own description. Careful scholar that he was he referred to translations and
recensions. The only context in which he used the term KaiYE recension was in
describing the Vaticanus text of the By' section of the Books of the Kingdoms,
viz. 2 Sam 11:2 to 1 Kgs 2: 11. Many texts, both recensions and translations
have used KaiYE to render the Hebrew OJ., and it is quite legitimate to speak of a
Kai yE

group of texts as Barthelemy himself has done. It is, however, bizarre

and misleading to speak of such materials as Lamentations, Canticles, Ruth,
Qoheleth, the B text of Judges, parts of the Books of the Kingdoms, the

3). A third criterion for a recension is evidence of a certain consistency

Theodotion text of Daniel, Nehemiah, the Quinta and Theodotion in general as

in the revision. There is then a marked tendency in R to avoid polysemy in favor
of a one to one correspondence. Accordingly W"N is rendered regularly by
Q;VllP even when it really means "each one"; OJ. is rendered throughout by

representing a KaiYE recension. Barthelemy did not do so; even the texts which

KaiYE;

the verb J.1W becomes ETJWTPE~W even when followed by

aTJOOTpE¢W

lJJ where

he published he never called such but always the R (for Reviser) text; in fact, in
his summary chapter he refers specifically to the existence of recensions of the
LXX in the group to which the recension R belongs. 21 I would strongly urge

is used in the LXX. Presumably based on the Psalms our reviser
211bid" p. 267

BIoses
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that we ban from academic usage the term KaiYE recension, reserving the term
KaiYE either for the KaiYE group or simply as the common, in fact the
excellent, rendering for cn and 0)1. Since Barthelemy himself refers to the

Peter W. Flint, University of Notre Dame

source for this revisional impulse in the first century as the Palestinian
Rabbinate, why not refer to this as part of the Palestinian Rabbinical tradition?
After all, the fIrst century Rabbinic tradition in Palestine comprised more

than KaiYE, more than a R recension of the Minor Prophets; it has inherited the

"

i

I. Introduction'

Septuagint in all its variegated forms, and the tradition attempted in various ways

A synoptic comparison of the critical Hebrew and Greek texts of Isaiah

to put its interpretative stamp upon them. In due course this influence became

23:1-14 makes it clear that substantial similarities2 and differences3 exist

stronger and stronger, until fmally the old Septuagint was no longer recognizable

between the Massoretic text and the Septuagint translation of the pericope. In

and it was transformed into something totany other, into an Aquila or a

this paper I attempt to account for the differences and to deal with a case of

Symachus. The impulse to recensional activity had so dominated the original

"pseudo-similarity." In such an enterprise, it is necessary to take cognizance of

text that it has replaced it; it has become something new, and exists

three factors, which are aptly summarized in a forthcoming article by Eugene

independently of the LXX. All of this development is part of the Palestinian

Ulrich:

Rabbinical tradition, not just a recension, but a tradition beginning already before
our era began and issuing in the barbarisms of Aquila's translation.

(i) the Hebrew Vorlage which is being translated into Greek,
(ii) the results of the transformational process by the original
Greek translator, and (iii) the subsequent transmission history
within the Greek manuscript tradition. 4

With reference to these three categories, I proceed to examine Isaiah
23: 1-14. However, it would better suit the material under discussion if I do so
in an order opposite to that enumerated by Ulrich: (i) the transmission history
of the Greek text, (ii) translation technique, and (iii) the Hebrew Vorlage.'
1 This paper was read at the IOseS session of the 1988 Annual Meeting of the AAR/SBL in
Chicago. I thank Dr E. Ulrich (University of Notre Dame) for his guidance in its production,
and for providing access to the relevant portions of 4QIsaa and 4QIsac.
2 E.g., verses 4 and 9.
3 E.g., verses 3 and 10.
4 E. Ulrich, "The Canonical Process, Textual Criticism, and Latter Stages in the
Composition of the Hebrew Bible" (forthcoming).
5 Ascertaining what Hebrew text the translator had before him, and how he went about
translating it, are of fundamental importance in dealing with differences between a passage in
the LXX and in the 11T (cf. A. Aejmelaeus, "What can we know about the Hebrew Vorlage of
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between the MT and the OG is actually one of dissimilarity: "Sidon" versus

II. Transmission History of the Greek Text
It is beyond the scope of this paper to investigate extensively the

transmission history of the Greek text. The point to be stressed - especially in

the case of LXX Isaiah6

-

is that modern critical editions of the Septuagint

approximate, but are not necessarily identical with, the OG (Old Greek).

For example, chapter 23:12 of 1. Ziegler's Gottingen text of Isaiah (as
well as A. Rahlfs' earlier edition) reads: Ka~ ~povmv OuKE"n Il~ npoa8f)TE

37

TOV

,,

"Zion. "11 It is thus necessary, as this example demonstrates, to establish the
OG text as closely as possible, before the "Septuagint" translation of a passage
can be compared with the Massoreric Text.
III. Differences due to Translation Technique

Many differences between the MT and the LXX version of the pericope
under discussion are explicable in terms of translation technique, which Albert

,ljv 8vyaTE'pa 2:~8wvoS" Ka~ EaV a'ITEA6l)S' Els K~nE1s,
EKE/. 001.. aVaTTaVOl.S EOTm. 7 The Gottingen edition thus accepts Ll.OWVOC;,8

Pietersma has likened to the "Archimedian point" of LXX text-criticism. 12 LXX
Isaiah is generally viewed as a very free translation; 13 but this assessment only

following almost all of the tradition going back to Origen, Lucian and B*.
However, Codex Vaticanus is a witness to the hexaplaric text in the case of

serves as a guide to the book as a whole, not necessarily to each word and
phrase of a particular pericope. With reference to the views of James Barr in
particular,14 but also to those of Emanuel Tov,I5 Anneli Aejmelaeus 16 and Arie

vBpi{HV

QuaE

Ka~ aO~Kdv

Isaiah,9 while Origen and Lucian tend to bring the LXX into conformity with
the MT - as is illustrated by Lucian's insertion of nap8Evov in front of
8vyaTEpa. These considerations, together with superior manuscript support,10

indicate that the alternative reading,

~(Ehwv,

was probably contained in the OG

van der Kooij,17 I suggest that three categories of translation may be
distinguished in Isa 23:1-14: (a) Literal and semantically accurate; (b) Non~
literal, but semantically adequate; (c) Non-literal and semantically inadequate.1 8

of Isaiah 23:12 (although inner-Greek corruption cannot be ruled out
completely). If this be the case, then an apparent instance of similarity ("Sidon")

11 I will be returning to this important difference in the discussion of "tendentious exegesis"
in section V below.

the Septuagint?" Z4W 99 [1987] 58-65). These issues are further explored in sections IV and
V below.

12 "Analysis of translation technique might indeed be called the quest for the Archimedian
point, because only from this vantage point can the text-critic sit in judgement over the fidelity
with which the manuscripts have preserved the original text, ... " ("Septuagint Research: A
Plea for a Return to Basic Issues," VT 35 [1985] 299).

The standard critical text is J. Ziegler, Isaias (Septuaginta 14; 2d ed.: G6ttingen:
Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1967). This edition of Isaiah is an eclectic text, but mostly follows
B (i.e. Codex Vaticanus). Although B is normally highly valued for its close relationship to
the OG, in Isaiah it is "expansionistic with insertions from parallel passages and hexaplaric
revision, not OG" (p. Kyle McCarter, Textual Criticism. Recovering the Text of the Hebrew
Bible [Philadelphia: Fortress, 1986] 90); cf. Aejmelaeus, "Hebrew Vorlage," 61; and 1. L.
Seeligmann, The Septuagint Version of Isaiah (Leiden: Brill, 1948) 88.
6

7 "And they shall say: 'No longer will you continue to insult and abuse the daughter of
It
Sidon, and if you depart to the Kittim, you will also have no rest there. '

13 P. Kyle McCarter describes LXX Isaiah as a "Very free translation, verging on paraphrase,
except in chaps. 36-39, where it is relatively literal" (Textual Criticism, 90).

14 J. Barr, "The Typology of Literalism in Ancient Biblical Translations," (G6tlingen:
Nachrichten der Akademie der Wissenschaften in G6ttingen [= MSU XV], 1979) 289-91.

15 E. Toy, The Text-Critical Use of the Septuagint in Biblical Research (Jerusalem: Simor,
1981) 82-88; "Septuagint," IDBSup 810.
16 Aejmelaeus, "Hebrew Vorlage," 63-65.

8 On the basis of O· (B*) L -" -93 - 456 449/ and Eusebius, Theodoret and Jerome.

17 "Accident or Method? On 'Analogical' Interpretation in the Old Greek of Isaiah and in
9 Cf. Seeligmann, Septuagint Version, 88, and note 6.

lQI saa," BO 43 (1986) 368-69.

10 I.e., C, S, A, Q and Be. It is interesting to note that Ziegler, when faced in v 1 with a
similar choice between bijllu (supported by B, Q and L) and opullU (on the basis of and C, S
and A), selected OPUIll.

18 Other categories that could be considered are "free" vs. "literal," "faithful" vs. "unfaithful,"
and "intentional" vs. "unintentiona1." Since the criterion for Barr's categories is the degree of
literalism ("Typology," 288-89), he would classify my third category (c) as invalid or
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(a) Literal and semantically accurate instances abound in LXX Isaiah 23,
and are easily recognisable. For example, OAOAV'ETE in v Ib clearly renders
1?,I;J i il;19 several other examples could be provided.
(b) Non-literal, but semantically adequate cases are numerous; for

example:

THE LXX OF ISAIAH 23: 1-14

(5)

Arlllt.l>ETa~ mhovc; 68vvTj TIEP), Tvpov ("Distress

concerning

(1)

To opalla "vision" for NWiJ "pronouncement"20

(2)

OW1TEPWVW:: "passing over" (pl.) for l:J~ (sing.)21

(3)

€v v8an "in water" for O"rJJ.1 22
IJ.ETaj36Awv (and p-ETaj36t-.m) "merchants" for 1TJO <1nw 23 and 100

will seize them

Tyre") adequately renders the sense of l~ ~TJtll J 1';l'n' ("They

will be in anguish over the report about Tyre").

(7)

The force of the question in the Hebrew n~ri1 ("Is this"?) is rhetorically
reinforced by the addition of

VERSE

39

ovx

in the 00

ovx aVTTj

~v

("Was this

not"?).24

(8)

The single expression 01 Ell TTOpO~ aVif)< ("her merchants") renders both

the Hebrew terms il"1ilO and il" :iSJ:l.:J. 25
(10)

The Greek words wI. yap TTAo'ia oVKEn EPXETm EX KapXT)86vo< ("for

ships no longer come out of Carthage") renders very freely the sense of the
Hebrew Vorlage ,1~

nw

1'~ tll'tlllri rI::ll~? 'J26 ("for the boats of

Tarshish27 no longer have a harbour").
(11)

The use ofj3amAE1k to translate ilJ~rJrJ (here in the plural) is common

speculative. This type seems necessary for what Tov ("Septuagint," 810) calls "tendentious
exegesis." Van der Kooij's fivefold classification is also significant, under the following
headings: (a) the text of the LXX version; (b) word-word relations; (c) grammar and
semantics; (d) the context of LXX Isaiah as a whole; (e) semantics ("Accident or Method"?

in the Septuagint as a whole, and is characteristic of LXX Isaiah. 28

368·69).

established [or, destined] her for desolation"29) is adequately expressed by the

(13)

The sense of the Hebrew tl"~';l <1,0' lltll~ ("The Assyrians

19 The degree of accuracy need only be reasonably precise, as illustrated here (ol-.ol\v~av = "to
utter a loud cry (usually in joy)," "to ululate"; cf. ??., hiphil "to howl," "to wail").
20 Characteristic of, and restricted to, LXX Isaiah (cf. 15:1; 21:1,11; 22:1; van der Kooij,
"A Short Commentary on Some Verses of the Old Greek of Isaiah 23," BiOSeS 15 [1982]
37). See also note 10.

21 The Hebrew is here viewed collectively. An alternative explanation in this case may be a
difference in Vorlage - cf. 1l.J!J in lQIsaa and 4QIsaa, and the comments ofD. Barthelemy,
Critique textuelle de I'Ancien Testament (OBO 50/2; GBttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht,
1986) 161-63. The verb l.J!J is also translated by 8wTTEpav in Dellt 30:13.

24 For ov expecting the answer "yes", cf. H. W. Smyth, Greek Grammar (Cambridge, Mass.:
Harvard University Press, 1956) §2651.
25 In the same verse, a more speculative suggestion is that Ill) T)aau.rv (OTtV 1) OVI(: iaxva
("She is not inferior or without strength, is she?") renders the sense of the Hebrew term
ill")~!Jni1 ("who wears crowns," or "the bestower of crowns") in a very free manner. Here Ill]
has the sense of the Latin num; cf. Smyth, Greek Grammar, §2651. Alternatively, the
translator's Vorlage may have included a fonn of ~!Jn "to be small, few."
26 For discussion of the Vorlage, cf. section IV below.

22 Omission or addition of syndeton is nonnally a minor detail that can be due to a difference
in Vorlage or to freedom on the part of the translator (Aejmelaeus, "Hebrew Vorlage," 67).
Since LXX Isaiah is a free translation, the latter seems applicable in this case; but cf.
Barthelemy, Critique textuelle, 161.

27 The translation of W")Wln by KapxnBwy is dealt with in section V below.

23 Understood as lno ("profit" or "merchant"[?]), due to the phonetic similarity between \lJ

28 E.g., 13:4, 19; 14:16; 60:12. See E. Hatch & H. A. Redpath, A Concordance to the
Septuagint (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1897 [repr. Grand Rapids: Baker, 1983]) 1.197[f. for
further examples.

and 0 (Tov, Text-Critical Use, 203; A. van der Kooij, Die alten Textzeugen des Jesajabuches
LOBO 35; Freiburg, Switzerland: Universitat Verlag, 1981] 68; "Short Commentary," 42).

29 The ")~ is the desert dweller, desert demon or wild beast. The tenn is frequently used to
signify desolation, as in both the LXX and MT versions of this line (cf. BDB 850a; KBL
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Massoretic fonns n'J.1J ("without house") and ~1J.1J ("without entry") seem
Greek Ka~ alhll -Dpr)I-lWTa~ aTTo TWY 'Aaavpiwv ("she also has been made
desolate by the Assyrians"). The Hebrew il':o!J1)':o il1)1IJ illn::1 ("As for her

to be two corruptions of this word. The hiphil m~'::11) ("[you ships]

[watch-] tower, they made it a ruin") is rendered by the Greek 6

preferable because the negative force of the Greek

TTE1TTWKEV

T01.XOS"

alJTl)S

(= "her wall has fallen") in a paraphrastic manner. 3D

transporting") is also possible for the translator's Vorlage, but
O-UKEH

nl~J.1J

is

requires that 11J be

understood in the sense of separation or preclusion. 32 The differences between

(c) The third category is non-literal and semantically inadequate. TIrree

the translator's Vorlage and the MT are surntnarized as fonows:

possible cases are evident, and will be examined further in section V below.
They are:

Massoretic Text

Translator's Vorlage

Old Greek Text

(v 1)
~1J.J'J

VERSE

(2)

¢OWiK1)s "of Phoenicia" for 1'i"~.

(12)

L(E)ULl'V

n' J.1J "without house,n 1~J.J'J"without corning"::::: wl OUKETl. EPXOVTal.

without entry"
il':oll '-lil':ol a "to reveal"'-lil':o 1 b "to go into exile"

for ll,i~, as already indicated in section II above.

l1J~ "to them"

(1,6,10, 14) Kapx~8wv31 for 1IJ'1IJ1rl.

(v

Tiv< (v 2)

2)

l1Ji "Be still!"
IV. The Hebrew Vorlage

'1J~ "to whom"?33

::::: t}KTal. aiXl1a)..ulTos

llJi "they are like"34

(v 5)

Although the Septuagint version of Isaiah is a free translation, this does
not mean that all differences between it and the Massoretic Text are attributable

to translation technique; some are better accounted for in terms of the actual
Vorlage used by the translator. Admittedly, one can also speak in tenns of his
"mental" Vorlage - i.e., the correct text in his opinion, or even the text as he

::::: aKovoToV YEVllTa~

l11JW "report"

l1lJill' "it win be heard"35

(v 7)
i1nn,p "whose origin"

n1Jip "before"36

np[v

11~1 ':0::1

naaav T~V iiBp!v

ii

(v 9)

':o:J 11 ~1 "pride of al1"

"all the pride"37

misread it - but the fact that some of the readings I shall propose are supported
by lQlsaa or 4Qlsac indicates that they did actually exist in ancient Hebrew
scrolls and are not merely conjectures of modern scholarship. This does not

32 For l1J as denoting separation or preclusion, cf. GKC 119 v-z.
33 Possibly due to the confusion of 1 and" (See Tov, Text-Critical Use, 197).

imply that LXX Isaiah is dependent upon these particular scrolls, but indicates
that texts slightly different from the MT were to be found in antiquity, making it
reasonable to suppose that the translator made use of a text that was not identical
to the MT in every respect. For example, in verse 1 n 1 ~J.1J ("without
corning") underlies the OG Kal OVKETl. EPXOVTal. ("they no longer arrive"); the
80la). The translator's use of a verb connected with the desert
tl.,.,~? iO" is thus appropriate.

(~P1)l1oiiv)

to translate

30 The apparent necessity for severnl emendations in EllS supports the view that the MT of v
13 is eonupt; for further details regarding the Vorlage, cf. section IV below.
31 In the genitive sing. in vv 1, 10 and 14, and accusative sing. in v 6.

34 MT ODi I "to grow silent" and Vorlage ilDi I "to be like"; cf. van der Kooij, "Short
Commentary," 42.

35 Although the LXX reading here could be a free rendering of lJIJtu

(= MT), the difference in
Vorlage is supported by: (a) the fact that aKovoTo'.;- invariably translates a verbal form of
:JOtu in the Septuagint; (b) the translation of lJDtu by nominal forms elsewhere in LXX
Isaiah (e.g., 69:19); and (c) the possible omission of" in the MT due to haplography because
of its graphic similarity to i (cf. the preceding word ltu~:». See the note in EllS.

36 The construct form of i10ii' ("beginning"), and equivalent to a temporal conjunction under
Aramaic influence (cf. Ps 129:6).
37 The transposition of?.J is also attested by lQlsaa.
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(v 10)
"1J.Y "pass through"

",J.l.l "cultivate"38

= Epyd,ov

rlJ. 1~".J "like the Nile, 0 daughter"njl~? "J39 "for to the boats"= Ka~ yap 1T>.ola
(v 11)

"., "his hand"

l'"

l ' ~ TJ "he shook"

r"J.1i1?

i11iP "the LoRD"

(v 12)
T1pt!ll.ltlTl
11-P~

n'}l:J.~

"your hand"
"to shake"41

= 1) xEip

001)40

= 1) 1TapO~Vyo1Jaa

i11i1" "the LoRD ofhosts"42= KVPWS

oa~awe

(v 13)
1 TI "Behold"

1TI

43

Mv

"if'44

,., J 1nJ. "their siege towers"T'l In J. "her (watch)tower"45= 6 T01.XOC; aVTile;
With reference to the above, the Vorlage ofIsaiah 23:1-14 is (tentatively)
reconstructed below, but fIrst a brief explanation is necessary. The stichoi of the
pericope are presented on alternate lines. In the spaces above the Massoretic
stiehoi, two types of construction are to be found:

"0

abused (one)"pt!ll.l'71 pie! "and to abuse"

"Sidon"

11'~

"Zion"

Ka~ aB~KEh
~(Ehwv43

(a) Hebrew words (e.g., "rJ~ in v 2) represent differences between the
MT and the Vorlage that probably lay before the translator.

(b) The symbols < > denote letter(s) or word(s) present in the MT,
but missing from the Vorlage (e.g., in the second stich of verse 2).
23:1

m

1'7'?'V

m

1~ ~WT;l
38 The l and., can easily be confused (cf. Tov, Text-Critical Use, 127, 196-97). lQIsaa also
reads "':J~; however, Barthelemy (Critique textuelle, 167-69) attributes this and Epya{ov
(LXX) to graphical error.

'n,':1tl1'J/i-':J Ili,tihn ni'l~
•

39 For a translation of v lOa, see the discussion in section III above. il:J IN is admittedly an
unusual form, signifying "(flat-bottomed) boat" in Modern Hebrew. It occurs only once in the
Hebrew Bible, at Isa 25:11, in connection with swimming. Its meaning there is uncertain
(KBL 82b "unexplained'; BDB 70b "lit. 'tricks of his hands'''). The Hebrew Vorlage
suggested here is virtually identical with the MT, except for the addition of the? to nJl~.
The great semantic divergence is due to different vocalization; nevertheless, the Greek
adequately renders the sense of the Hebrew text when vocalised in this way. For the suggestion
ofm"J~ .,~ (J. Fischer 'and J. Ziegler), cf. van der Kooij, "Short Commentary," 39; and for
yap (LXX) = ,,~, cf. Barthelemy, Crtique textuelle, 167-68.
40 The negative force of'll) pN in v 10 is continued (= oVKEn) in v 11.
41 P.llil? is also found in 4QIsac . ? is read with P)lil because the infinitive form is
parallel with '''Dtllil? in lIb. In the latter case, the hiphil infinitive 'C")Dtll? is possible
by elision of the il (cf. MT, KBL 985a and GKC 53q), but ,"ntllil? seems preferable (=
lQIsaa).
42 The Greek KVPW~ aapaw8 (= mRJ~ mil") could be due to the translator's tendency to
reproduce a construction that is characteristic of LXX Isaiah (e.g., 22:14, 15,25; 23:9); cf.
Seeligmann, Septuagint Version, 48-49. However, it is also possible that both words lay in
the translator's Vorlage.
43 For the reading r(E)~WV, cf, section 11 above. The relationship between 11"~ and 1".,~
will be discussed further in section V below.

-.

'-',

,.

•

~

,-

• T.

I

'tl'7 23:2 : T1'7~l

n1~::m

: itl?-T17J,1 Ci'\:I:l nlST;l

Ni:lT;l

m

1tl1
liT~ 1\]b '~ ':;+I\i~
<

b':n Ci'p~1

ltll 2 m

>

: 11~7T;l Ci,; 1;!il

m

<>
: Ci;i, 1\]9 '\Ir;Jl ;:)D~1;Jr;J 1i~; 1';\lP 1nw l.lll

m

3

44 For lil in the sense of "if' (= kav), cf. GKC 159w and KBL 238a.

45 This would admittedly be a free rendering; Tolxo~ normally translates l"P in the LXX
(cf. Hatch & Redpath, Concordance to the Septuagint, 2.1362-63).
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important to note, however, that several of these proposals are supported by
scrolls from Qumran. For example, lQIsaa contains the transposition from the
Massoretic reading '7:J 11 Nl "pride of all" to 11 Nl '7:J "all the pride" in v 9,

and the fonn "'.:n.l "cultivate" instead of MT "1J.~ "pass through" in v 10.
Similarly, 4QIsac contains the infinitive i".11i1? "to shake" instead of MT
7" J. li1 "he shook" in v 11. This evidence indicates that at least some of the
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V. The Case for Tendentious Exegesis
It has been demonstrated so far that some of the differences between the
Greek and Hebrew texts of Isaiah 23:1-14 are explicable in terms of the Vorlage,

but that most are attributable to the first two categories of translation technique.
Under the translation category that is of particular relevance in this paper ("non-
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differences between the Hebrew and Greek texts of Isaiah 23:1-14 are explicable
in tenns of Vorlage rather than translation technique.

literal and semantically inadequate"), three possible cases were identified in III
above. The issue at stake is whether or not deliberate, "tendentious" exegesis
has taken place on the part of the translator. In other words, has he consciously

T

tried to contemporize the material before him by applying it to events or
situations in his own time? The answer to this problem requires further
examination of six verses of the pericope.
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Sidon or Phoenicia?
The first possible case of tendentious exegesis is in verse 2a, where
11i":!:!; is translated by ¢mvi'Kll< "of Phoenicia"; compare the following:
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abused one") is translated by

Kal. a01.KEl.V

lt

("and to abuse ).49 Instead of Sidon

being oppressed herself (thus the MT), the LXX would seem to indicate that
Tyre and Sidon will no longer insult and abuse the daughter of Zion - because

Phoenicia's power will be broken (vv

11~14).

The difference in meaning

between the OG and the MT would thus lend support for a tendentious or

conternporizing translation.
In view of the free nature of the translator's technique, and the absence
of manuscript support, it seems obvious that no difference in Vorlage can be

However, this apparently convincing example lacks a solid basis, in that
requires
the
translator's
Vorlage
to
have
read

considered in this case. But is this an instance of non-literal and semantically

it

inadequate (Le., tendentious or contemporizing) translation? In a sense, the

11"P!! ttl (ll':>ll:J 7) <JPWlJlJ<J. 50 I have already suggested5! that the Vorlage

word 11i"~ is indeed being interpreted by

probably contained 1 P!! ll:J PWlJ':>1 pie! "and to abuse the daughter of Zion"

¢OWiKl1S",

but only on the level of

clarification: the translator is not claiming that what was once written about

(= Kal c't01.KEl.V

r~v 8vyaTEpa

L(Ehwv). At this point, even the MT would make

"Sidon" is now coming to pass concerning "Phoenicia." Instead, he loosely

better sense with the alternative reading, because the entire pericope is directed

refers to Sidon as denoting her country, apparently for purposes of clarification

against Tyre and Sidon;

or explanation to his audience. It is most reasonable, therefore, to regard the

sympathetic to Sidon! The alternative, as reflected in the proposed Vorlage,

the present Massoretic sequence seems almost

translation of 111"~ by ¢O~V[KY\S" as non-literal, but semantically adequate (the

makes Zion the victim of Phoenician oppression. 52 With respect to written

category under which fall most of the examples provided in section III).

evidence, the apparatus of the standard critical edition of the MT (BHS) gives no

Sidon or Zion?
The second candidiate for tendentious exegesis is found in verse 12,
where - as was previously47 indicated - the reading I(Ehwv is to be preferred
over I~Bwvoc;. It may then be argued that the translator deliberately rendered

hint of manuscript support for the Vorlage

11"~;

however, BHK (Kittel)

indicates thaq 1'!! is found in 14 mediaeval MSS.53
It thus seems reasonable that two readings for v 12,

11"~

and

li"~,

existed in antiquity, the fIrst being attested by the OG and 14 MSS, and the

111"~ by I(Ehwv,48 making not Sidon, but Zion, the victim of oppression - in

order to portray her as the object of the apparently tender attitude expressed
towards Sidon in this verse. The case for interpretative exegesis seems to be
supported further by a significant syntactical change, whereby npi11!.lrJn ("0

49 Cf. the comments on v 12 in section IV above.
50 Seeligmann understands the "deliberate" use of a5u::dv "to denote the deprivation of their
rights to which the Jewish people were subjected when living among hostile foreign powers"
(Septuagint Version, 88).

46 2. Be still,
you inhabitants of the coast,
you merchants of Sidon;
your messengers passed over the sea ...

2. Like whom
have the dwellers on the island become
- the merchants of Phoenicia,
as they pass over the sea ... ?

47 In section 11 above.

48 This is the position of Seeligmann, Septuagint Version, 88.

51 In section IV above.

52 The "(virgin) daughter of Zion" also appears in a favourable light in Isa 37:22; the
"(virgin) daughter of Babylon" occurs perjoratively at47:1.
53 Although BHK still prefers the reading in MT, the fact that manuscript evidence in support
of 1'''~ is found there (and not in BHS) demonstrates the importance of not relying on only
one printed Hebrew text!
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later corrupted to 1'''~ due to the orthographic similarity between i and 1.55
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KnLE"wv'

l)KTa~ aiXJla}..wTos.

6 (hTEA6aTE ds KapXl)86va, OAOAV(ETE,5

01. €.vO~KOVVTES €.v'TlJ vliu41 TmJT1'l.

Following Seeligmann's earlier observations,58 Arie van der Kooij has
proposed59 that the rendering of W"W1r1 by KapXl)8wv in Isa 23: 1-14 is a case
of contemporizing exegesis in the Septuagint. According to this viewpoint, not
only does the translator render the pericope into Greek, but also reinterprets the
original Hebrew oracle against Tyre as being fulfilled in Hellenistic times by the
destruction of Carthage in 146 BCE:
... the "vision of Tyre" once spoken and written by the prophet
Isaiah was fulfilled in [the translator's] own time, when
Carthage was destroyed and Tyre was confronted with the
consequences of the downfall of her mighty daughter. 60
The case for contemporizing exegesis is supported by the fact that an,
interpretative translation is more likely to be found in a freely rendered text, such

54 Note both forms in lQIsaa: li"~ (v 4) and 1i'''~ (v 12).

55 For the confusion of i and i with orthographically similar letters, cf. Tov, Text-Critical
Use, 196-97,200; McCarter, Textual Criticism, 43-49; E. C. Ulrich, The Qumran Text of
Samuel and Josephus (Harvard Semitic Monographs 19; Missoula, MT: Scholars Press, 1978)
209,211.
56 1. The Oracle concerning Tvre

Wail, you ships of Tarshish,
for [Tyre] has been laid waste,
without house or haven!
From the land of the Kittim
it is revealed to them.
57 6. Pass over to Tarshish; wail,
you inhabitants of the coast!
10. Overflow your land
like the Nile, you daughter of Tarshish;
there is no restraint any more.
14. Wail, you ships of Tarshish,
for your stronghold is laid waste.

as LXX Isaiah, than in a strictly literal one corresponding closely to its Vorlage.
Not surprisingly, several scholars 61 have concluded that deliberate interpretation
on the part of the translator(s) is to be found in this book of the Septuagint. In
the light of the evidence so far, van der Kooij's comments on Isa 23 certainly
appear to have some foundation.

1. The Vision concerning.Iyffi
Wail, you ships of Carthage,
for it has been laid waste,
and no longer do they arrive
from the land of the Kittim.
It is led captive.

6. Depart for Carthage; wail,
you who live on this island!
10. Till your land,
for no longer do ships come forth
from Carthage.
14. Wail, you ships of Carthage,
for your stronghold has been destroyed.

58 Seeligmann, Septuagint Version, 79, 90, 91.
59 Van der Kooij, "Short Commentary," 36-50.
60 Van der Kooij, "Short Commentary," 46; cf. 41. See also Seeligmann, Septuagint
Version, 79.

61 Seeligmann, Septuagint Version 46-47, 79 et passim; van der Kooij, Textzeugen 33-60;
"Short Commentary," 36-50. See also J. Koenig, L'lIermeneutique analogique du Judaisme
antique d'apris les temoins textuels d'/sai'e (SVT 33; Leidcn: Brill, 1982); Aejmelaeus,
"Hebrew Vorlage," 65.
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Tendentious Exegesis Reconsidered
But is this indeed a case of contemporization of an earlier prophecy,

51

Cilicia. 65 It was towards Tarshish that Jonah fled, instead of obeying God's
command to go to Nineveh (Jonah 1:1-3).

whereby the translator has deliberately used a tenn (KapXl)8wv) that is neither
lexically nor semantically equivalent to that in his Vorlage? There is little
evidence to suggest a difference in Vorlage,62 and this is not an example of the

(4) tl1"W1rl also denotes a precious stone, possibly a gold-coloured gem
such as jasper (e.g., Exod 28:20; Ezek 28:13).

first category of translation posited above. 63 With respect to the two other

categories proposed in section III, it remains to be decided whether the
translation of w"unn by KapX118wv is: (b) non-literal, but semantically
adequate; or (c) non-literal and semantically inadequate. This issue can only be
decided by further investigation of the word tlJiill1n and how it is translated

elsewhere in Isaiah and in the LXX as a whole.
In the Hebrew Bible, an analysis of the term yields the following data:
(1) tlJ"W1rl

is sometimes a personal name, e.g., Tarshish the

descendant of Javan (Gen 10:4; 1 Chr 1:7), and perhaps a nation named after
him (Isa 66:19).
(2) tll"W1rl is often associated with the sea and ships, and the term "ship of
Tarshish" can denote a type ofvesse1. 64
(3) Tarshish was a sea-port, whose status and location were uncertain in
biblical times. There were probably several places of that name - notably
Tartessus in Spain, a port in Sardinia, Tyrseni in Etruria (Italy), and Tarsus in

As regards the Septuagint, a careful analysis66 reveals that tll"W1rl is
translated by the following terms:
8apok or-de;

19x

8apooe;

Ezek27:25B

aciAaooa

2x

avepa~

XPvOOA1.8o< or - ov

2x
3x

KapX11 8wv

4x (all in Isaiah)

KapX1)86vwl.

(Ezek 27:12 B Q; 27:25 A Q'"g; 38:13 B Q).

Most of these renderings are clear equivalents in meaning to tll.,tll1rl in
the Hebrew Bible. For instance, 0apok translates tll.,tll1rl as a name in Gen
10:4; 1 Chr 1:7 and Isa 66:19. Not surprisingly, the association with the sea
and shipping is expressed by Sci).aaaa in Isa 2:16 and Dan 1O:5[~6]. Finally,
W"W1n denoting a precious stone is rendered by XPvooA1.8oe; ("chrysolite") in
Exod 28:20 and av8pa~ ("carbuncle") in Ezek 10:9. More difficult to explain,
however, is the translation by KapX118wv in LXX Isaiah and by KapX118ovwl. in
LXX Ezekiel.

62 The rendering 8apaEi..; in some versions - e.g., Aquila, Symmachus and Theodotion does not represent a difference in Vorlage, but a tendency to revise the OG to conform with the
MT.
63 le., (a) literal and semantically accurate.

64 Cf. Exod 27:5; 1 Kgs 22:49; Isa 2:16; 23:1, 14; 60:9; Ps 48:8; and "Tarshish," in G.
W. Bromiley et al (ed.), The International Standard Bible Encyclopedia (Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans, 1988) 4.734.

65 Cf. "Tarshish," in The Zondervan Pictorial Encyclopedia of the Bible (Grand Rapids:
Zondervan, 1975) 5.597-98; "Tarshlsh," in J. D. Douglas (ed.), The New Bible Dictionary
(Leicester, England/Wheaton, Illinois: Inter-Varsity Press/Tyndale House, 1982) 1165;
"Tarshish," in the International Standard Bible Encyclopedia 4.734. For the looseness of the
term tll"ill1n in the Hebrew Bible, see G. C. & c. Picard, The Life and Death of Carthage
(London: Sidgwick & Jackson, 1968) 16.
66 With the aid of Hatch & Redpath, Concordance to the Septuagint.
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The three cases of KapXT)o6vLOl. for tlPtll1n in Ezekiel provide an
important link with the Isaiah pericope under discllssion. 67 This occurs once in
an oracle against Gog (38:13) and twice in an oracle against Tyre (27:12, 25).
The connection with Tyre in both LXX Isaiah and LXX Ezekiel helps justify
Kapxnowv as a non-literal, but reasonable, translation ofiJ).,tll1n, in view of the

ambiguous status and location of Tarshish. 68 Carthage was a colony of Tyre

(against which the oracles in both Isa 23 and Ezek 27 were directed); like
Tarshish, the city was renowned for its harbour and ships,69 and it was situated
in the vicinity of three traditional locations of Tarshish (Tartesslls, Sardinia, and
Tyrseni in Etruria), as the map below7o illustrates:

THE LXX OF ISAIAH 23: 1-14
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It seems impossible to say whether the rendering of "Tarshish" by
"Carthage" was an educated guess on the translator's part, whether he actually
believed the two locations to be identical, or whether he was equating an
unknown place associated with Tyre in the Hebrew text before him with the
most likely city in the given geographical area. In any event, the evidence
suggests that to identify Tarshish with Carthage would have been most
reasonable on his part. The use of KapXT\8wv to translate tll"tlJ1r1 is not literal
and may be considered "exegetical" ~ but only on the level of clarification, just
as 1'1j~ was rendered by ¢O~ViKT\C; in verse 2a.
The overall sense of the pericope lends credibility to the translation of
tll"tlJ1r1 by KapXT\8wv: Tyre (against which the oracle is directed), has been
destroyed (v 1),71 and the news of this destruction will cause anguish in Egypt
(v 5). Tyre's inhabitants dwell Ev

TiJ v~a4l

("in the island," v 2),72 and are told

to go to Carthage (Tyre's colony) in v 6. Ships no longer come out of Carthage
(v 10), because her stronghold (TO oxupw~a = 11~1) is laid waste (v 14): i.e.,

since Tyre has been destroyed, Carthage can no longer conduct her trade by sea.
In the light of this evidence, it seems best to regard the four instances of ill "ill1r1
rendered by KapXT\8wv as non-literal, but semantically adequate ~ the second
category of translation of those proposed in section III. I thus find myself
unable to accept the thesis that this is a case of actualization of prophecy or
tendentious exegesis on the part of the LXX translator.

VL Conclusion
Carthage in Relation to Three Possible Locations of Tarshish
In this paper I have suggested a methodology for explaining the
differences between the Massoretic and Septuagint texts of Isaiah 23:1-14. After
dealing in turn with the transmission history of the Greek text, translation
technique and the question of the Hebrew Vorlage, my conclusion is that most

67 The difference between the city (KuPXl]owv) in LXX Isaiah, and its inhabitants
(KapXT106vw~) in LXX Ezekiel, is noted, but is not pertinent to the present discussion.

of the differences are explicable in terms of two categories of translation

68 This uncertainty is reflected by alternative MS readings for KapXllOWJ.i in Isaiah 23 (e.g.,
XUI\Kl]OWV and XaAXI:OWV - i.e., Chalcedon; cf. the apparatus of Ziegler's Septuaginta). It
seems to me that these variants do not stem from the OG, but reflect ongoing ambiguity
regarding the exact location of Tarshish.

71 Thus RSV, and contra Seeligmann (Septuagint Version, 90-91), who suggests that the
ships of Carthage have been destroyed, and van der Kooij ("Short Commentary," 41), who
proposes Carthage.

69 See "Carthage" in EncAmer (1986) 5.723.

72 For the almost impregnable position that Tyre's offshore island gave her, cf. "Tyre," in the
Zondervan Pictorial Encyclopedia 5.834.

70 The map has been adapted from the Zondervan Pictorial Encyclopedia 5.598.
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technique,?3 but that some are due to variations in the Vorlage. The case for
contemporizing or tendentious exegesis (i.e., a non-literal and semantically
inadequate interpretation) was presented thrice over, but seen to be lacking: in

THE UNITY OF THE MINOR PROPHETS IN THE LXX:

each instance, the differences between the MT and the LXX version were found

A REEXAMINATION OF THE QUESTION

to be attributable to the Vorlage, or to a non-literal but semantically adequate

translation technique. These conclusions do not prove that tendentious

Of

C. Robert Harrison Jr., Duke University

contemporizing exegesis cannot be found elsewhere in LXX Isaiah, but in
attempting to identify it we do well to heed the advice of Anneli Aejrnelaeus:

... the scholar who wishes to attribute deliberate changes,
hannonizations, completion of details and new accents to the
translator is under the obligation to prove his thesis with
weighty arguments and also to show why the divergences
cannot have originated with the Vorlage. That the translator may
have manipulated his original does not mean that he necessarily
did so. All that is known of the translation techniques employed
in the Septuagint points firmly enough in the opposite
direction. 74

No major study has yet set out expressly, let alone exhaustively, to
examine the question of whether the same person or group translated into Greek
all twelve books of the Minor Prophets (MP). Nevertheless, contemporary

scholars have generally accepted the idea that the LXX Book of the Twelve is
essentially the work of one translator (ToY, 1981:48). Ziegler (1934/35), Toy
(1976), and Toy and Wright (1985) have all presented evidence in support of a
one-translator thesis. But at closer inspection, these studies demonstrate less
than their authors intended. They suffer from a combination of generality, over
limitation and unreflective methodology. In sum, scholars have assumed too
easily the translational unity of LXX-MP.
This study is a preliminary attempt to reopen the question of how many
people or groups are responsible for the LXX translation of the MP. It does not
analyze the Book of the Twelve comprehensively; rather, it concentrates on
LXX-Nahum and Joel as a test easel. This thoroughgoing analysis of two
books has called into question at three points the idea that one translator is
responsible for LXX-MP: (1) in their attempts to support the idea of a unified
Greek translation of MP, earlier studies drew examples from Nahum and Joel
which are less than convincing; (2) moreover, earlier studies employed flawed
logic and methodologies to establish the translational unity of MP; (3) and most
importantly, the primary evidence itself from LXX-Nahum and LXX-Joel
suggests that those two books at least are the products of different translators.

73 I.e, "literal and semantically accurate," and "non-literal, hut semantically adequate."
74 Aejmelaeus, "Hebrew Vorlage," 71.

IThis study took Nahum and Joel as its test case because of their manageable size, the
relative integrity of their Hebrew texts, and their non-contiguous position in both the Hebrew
and LXX canons. The books both contain large sections of poetry, and they share a respectable
vocabulary. The Greek text used throughout is Ziegler, 1943.
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preference for a certain Greek word throughout the entire course of the Book of
In order to substantiate claims one and two, we must first review the
established case for the unity of the Book of the Twelve in the LXX. The chief

the Twelve. For example, Ziegler noted the word KaTaOTTUV which stands as the
equivalent of l~l (Mic 1:6). rn~ (Zeph 3:6) and "11' (Zach 11:2). Finally,

Septuaginta zum Zwo!fprophetenbuch explored the question, wrote his essay in

Ziegler compiled a list of twenty-four Hebrew words that are rendered uniquely
in LXX MP. For example, he listed the relatively rare word il~1;trt, which is

response to an earlier proposal by J. Hermann and F. Baumgartel (1923) that the

rendered by Ba80$" at each ofits three appearances in:rv1P (Mic 7:19, Jon 2:4, and

LXX of the MP (and Isaiah) was the work of two translators.

Zach 10:11)2

defender of the idea J. Ziegler, whose 1934 monograph Die Einheit der

Ziegler's

magisterial work in Isaiah had led him to the conclusion that LXX Isaiah had but

one translator, and he set out to show the same was true for the Book of the
Twelve. He successfully refuted Hermann and Baumgartel by showing that the
line they attempted to draw between translators was easily blurred.

More recently, E. Tov (1976) has also argued for the unity of the
Twelve in the LXX. Tov suggested that the same translator(s) were responsible
for Ezekiel, Jeremiah a' (chapters 1-28) and MP,3 Tov's proposal is tentative,
since he presented it in the context of a study on the Septuagint translation of

Hermann and Baumgartel's arguments were based on the false

Jeremiah and Baruch. The evidence Tov drew to support his ideas about the

assumption that each of their alleged translators used a consistent set of Hebrew~

translator(s) of LXX-MP is limited to examples which surfaced in his study of

Greek equivalences. Ziegler showed that was not the case, drawing several

LXX-Jeremiah. Nevertheless, Tov found "striking" the similarities between

examples from LXX Amos where the same Hebrew word receives more than

Ezekiel, Jeremiah a' and MP. To support his case, Tov collected a total of

one Greek translation. Ziegler found a high degree of lexical flexibility between
Hermann and Baumgartel's hypothetical halves, as well as a preferential use of

eighty-one examples of "distinctive agreements" and "rare words" shared
between and among the three units. 4 Eighteen of the distinctive agreements

some Greek words by both supposed translators. For each of Hermann and

were between Jeremiah a' and MP, while another eleven were shared among

Baumgartel's examples, Ziegler pointed out out exceptions or extenuating

Jeremiah a', Ezekiel and :rv1P.

circumstances which invalidated the alleged patterns of usage they were
supposed to illustrate.

Ziegler also criticized Hermann and Baumgartel's

A new statistical study by Tov and Wright (1985) has given some
empirical support to the idea that only one person or group is responsible for

selections on the grounds that the words in question occurred infrequently and
because the uses which they noted were often fragmentary or incorrect.
Next, Ziegler advanced three arguments to support his own contention
that there had been only one translator for the Book of the Twelve. First, he
noted that his single alleged translator freely established different Greek

2Altogether, the word il?1;!i) occurs twelve times in the Hebrew Bible. Elsewhere in the
Septuagint, the usual equivalent is ~v8o's (Ex 15:5, Neh 9:11, Ps 68:16). The somewhat
problematic il?l~i) (Zach 1:8, a hapax legomenon) receives the Greek equivalent Ku,aouov,
presumably an interpretative translation based on the root ~~T.

equivalences for the same Hebrew word both within and among the twelve
books. For example, Ziegler noted that 1J. is translated as owpov in Amos 5:11,

3H. St. J. Thackeray first made this proposal in The Septuagint and Jewish Worship: A
Study in Origins (London: Oxford University Press, 1920), pp. 28ff.

that it is omitted in.8:5, translated as 8l)oavpos in Amos 8:6 and as

4rov defined a distinctive agreement as "a rendition or word which is common to two or
more LXX books and which distinguishes them from the remainder of the Septuagint"
(1976:135-136). Tov acknowledged that such agreements were more persuasive if a particular
rendition is the only one or the main one utilized in the unit(s) under investigation. Rare
words are those which occur very infrequently in the LXX, even if they represent more than
one Hebrew equivalence.

OLTOS

in Joel

2:24. Ziegler argued that this great lexical flexibility was "nicht begrundet in der
Verschiendenheit des Ubersetzer, sondern in der Art des Ubersetzers, der sich
nicht an eine bestimmte Form bindet." (1934/35: 11). Secondly, Ziegler cited
forty-five examples where the supposed translator of the MP had shown a
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translating LXX-MP. The study surveyed a number of translation units on the
basis of several quantifiable characteristics of literalness. Here is a summary of

Hebrew

their data for Nahum and Joel:
Characteristic

.J = Ev
".J =
1I

on I B~6n

., 1 = airros / EavTos

added prepositions

word
Nahum

.!ill:!

~D

X appears
in Joel
8

# of different
Gk. equivalents
4

62 %

57.5%

~'P

7

4

100 %

100 %

lrJ~

5

3

100 %

100 %

:llP

4

3

0.2%

0.3%

)'11

3

2

1ll:J

2

2

'lln

2

2

As far as these four criteria are concerned, Tov and Wright argued, the
translations of Nahum and Joel seem quite similar. These figures placed both

books in the category which Tov and Wright described as "mixed" translations.

The question, however, is not whether Ziegler has rightly observed a

That is to say, Tov and Wright's analysis placed both LXX-Nahum and LXX-

phenomenon common to the collected books of LXX-MP. Rather, discussion

Joel ioto that majority group of Septuagint translations which are neither strictly

should revolve around the issue of whether Ziegler can use lexical flexibility to

literal nor completely paraphrastic.

support his thesis (viz., that the same translator was responsible for the whole
collection). Ziegler's first argument (that variation is grounded in the art of one

Taken together, these studies by Ziegler, Tov, and Tov and Wright seem

translator rather than the presence of many translators) proves very little in the

to present a very persuasive case for the unity of the Minor Prophets in the

end. Very few, if any, translation units in the LXX display absolute consistency

Septuagint. Someone seems to have employed the same translation technique to

in their renderings of the Vorlage. The same Hebrew word receives different

produce the LXX version of all twelve minor prophets. But is that impression

Greek translations within and among many books of the LXX; artistry in

accurate? The cumulative effect of these studies is less impressive when we

translation is characteristic of almost every translation unit in the LXX. To

subject to closer scrutiny their use of examples from Nahum and Joel and the

contend that any two (or twelve) units of translation are closely related merely

logic underlying their selection.

because they both (or all) had an artful translator is not a strong argument.
Carried to its logical extreme, Ziegler's first line of reasoning could even be used

The most important study to date is Ziegler's, hence it is appropriate to

to prove that the entire LXX was translated by the same (very artful) translator.

begin our critique there. Each of Ziegler's three principal arguments in support
of his one-translator thesis is open to question. Both Nahum and Joel are
consistent with Ziegler's first observation that the alleged translator of LXX-MP
frequently established different Greek equivalents for the same Hebrew word
both within and between books. For example, in Nahum 1:4 ~?Q~ is
translated first as w),.Lyw8T) and then seven words later as EU),.tTTEV. The
translator of Joel is even more flexible in this regard. The verb ~~~ is rendered
by KaTaq,aydv (1:4, +5x), ava),.ioKHv (1:19; 2:3), KaTEo8iHV (2:5), and
Eo8iHV (2:26). Examples are easily multiplied:

Ziegler's second argument involves his observation that in LXX-MP the
alleged sole translator showed a preference for certain Greek words. S The
equiValences Ziegler noted, however, are convincing only if they meet at least
SIn Nahum, for instance,

oPY-rl translates both mn

and 1iin in the same verse (1:6). The

Greek aVll6s stands for both ilOil (1:2) -anq ~~ (1:3). Examples can also be multiplied from
Joel, where, for example, 'lTEBia i's the equivalent of inW (1:11, 19,22),1],"10 (2:3), and
"~J

(2:22).
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(Ziegler'S # 14) Sapo€<. SapO"'E ~ ~1'n ':o~ IoeI2:21. 22;
three criteria. First, the most convincing examples would involve equivalences

Zeph 3:16; Hag 2:6 (5); Zach 8:13.15

which are unique to the translation units under investigation. Otherwise, it
The value of these examples is decreased because they identify

would be possible to contruct any number of hypothetical relationships between
translation units. If close inspection can demonstrate that a preferred equivalence
among the Book of the Twelve exists in a LXX translation unit beyond MP, one
might argue that the alleged translator of LXXMMP was responsible for that other

unit as well. Strong examples must be distinctive. Second, examples of
preferred Greek equivalents are stronger if they are the only ones utilized in the

book(s) under consideration. Strong examples must be consistent. Third,
alleged preferences for certain Greek equivalents are most convincing when they
occur with enough regularity that a pattern of usage is evident both within and
outside of the translation unites) under investigation. Strong examples must be
frequent.

equivalences which are not distinctive to MP. Each equivalence occurs
elsewhere in LXX. Em¢aVT\S ~ ~11l in Iud 13:6 and 1 Chron 17:21;

EVAaBda8m = ilon in Prov 24:28 (30:5); and 8apaEl., 8apadTE = ~'n"n
':o~ in both pentateuchal and historical texts (Gen 35: 17; Ex 14:13; 20:20;

1 Kgs 17:13). Since the preference for these equivalences is not unique
to :MP, we can suggest that the common usages Zi'egler cites result from
a general convention among LXX translators--not from the distinctive
preferences of an al1eged sale translator of MP.

Of Ziegler's examples, none of the thirteen involving Nahum andlor Joel
meets this triple criterion of distinctiveness, consistency, and frequency. In all
thirteen, either the evidence is too broad, the equivalences are present elsewhere,
or the sample is too small. These examples illustrate the deficiencies in Ziegler's
selection:

I. (Ziegler'S #6) o"iK"v ~

rn

Am 6:13(12); Hab 2:2; Hag 1:9; also

KaTa8uDKEl.V = f11 Joel 2:4

E~aH,Ea8a, ~

CI1il (Hiph) Mic 2:12;
~ ipl Ioe12:5 (piel); ~? Nah 3:17; ~ ':o':op Hab 1:8

3. (Ziegler's # 10)

This example is also problematic because it presents an
equivalence that is not unique to:MP. In it, however, Ziegler proposed
that his alleged translator betrayed a different kind of preference by using
the same rare Greek word to stand for three different (also generally
unusual) Hebrew words. Ziegler's citation did not include the fact that
E!aAAE08a~ translates a fourth word (n~~) which occurs outside the
Book of the Twelve (Isa 55:12).

owav ~ ItlW!J Nah 3:16; Hab 1:8 (MT unclear);
owwa Has 5:10; Am 1:11; ,:,ill:J~ Hab 3:8

4. (Zieglers # 31)
Although this equivalence appears according to Ziegler's citation,
it is by no means consistent within 11P.

~

The translator's alleged

preference for equating 6aSKEl.V and f11 does not hold since &WKEl.V is
used to translate four other words in MP (~11, Hos 6:4; 12:1; Am 1:11;
Nah 1:8; l':oil Mic 2:10; 1J1l Am 2:16; lili Nah 3:2). The evidence is
too broad to substantiate a specific preferred equivalence used throughout
MP; the aHeged translator is inconsistent.
2. (Ziegler's # 11) Emq,av~s ~ ~n1l Joel 2:11; 2:31 (3:4); Hab 1:7;
Zeph2:1I; 3:2; Mal 1:14; 4:5 (3:23)
(Ziegler·s # 13) Ev,a~Elo8a, ~ illJn Nah 1:7; Zeph 3:12

The problem of frequency plagues any discussion of LXX -MP.
This example demonstrates that Ziegler's evidence sometimes involves
rare words whose usage patterns are difficult to evaluate.

6wav occurs
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six times in the Hebrew Bible, and each occurrence reflects a different
Vorlage. owrllw occurs five times in similar circumstances.6

The fact that this equivalence occurs consistently within LXX-MP means very
little if the same equivalence occurs regularly in other units which have no
translational relationship.

The examples Ziegler used to support his third argument (that the
translator of MP established unique translations for certain Hebrew words)

Ziegler's thesis thus becomes more difficult to substantiate when we

suffer from similar shortcomings. Ziegler's evidence is comprised of words that

scrutinize his arguments concerning lexical consistency. Perhaps Ziegler was

are quite infrequent, words that have the same equivalences outside LXX-MP,

aware of such difficulties, for he concluded his article with an argument which

and words that have multiple equivalents within the Book of the Twelve. These

effectively dismantles any such criticism based on lexical inconsistencies within

examples are only illustrative:

LXX-MP. Ziegler claimed that "Wenn sich trotz dieser einheitlichen Ztige eine

I.

EKV~TIaV

=

Reihe von abwichenden Wiedergaben finden, dann gibt die Beweglichheit des

rp' Joe11:S; Hab 2:7, 19

Ubersetzers die ErkHirung flir die Verschiedenheit in der Wiedergabe."

This alleged unique equivalence is not very convincing because it deals

(1934/35:15-16). But if that claim is true, it becomes impossible ever to advance

with rare words and because it appears beyond the corpus of LXX-MP. The

an argument against the unity of LXX-MP. To say that a given translation unit

Greek word €XVrlTTaV appears only four times in LXX, standing each time for
j
• Thus it is difficult to establish a pattern of usage unique to the
the Hebrew

is consistently inconsistent is to construct a no-lose situation; one can marshal

translator of 11P. Moreover, the same equivalence occurs in Genesis 9:24. This

relationship between what might be genuinely disparate translation units'? As

evidence, by an extension of Ziegler's logic, could be used to show that the

Ziegler stated his case, demonstrating multiple translators on the basis of word

alleged sole translator of LXX-1v1P was responsible for LXX-Genesis as well.

usage is a logical impossibility.

rp

2.

6xupw~a = l~::JTJ

Am 5:9; Nah 3:12.14; Hab 1:10

both consistent and inconsistent usage patterns in an attempt to demonstrate a

The examples which Tov drew in his 1976 study are similarly flawed.

This same equivalence occurs once in Daniel and twice in Lamentations.
Further, in its only other occurrence in 1v1P (Hos 10:14), 1~J.D is translated by

Of the fourteen "unique" equivalences he cited from Nahum and/or Joel, twelve

1TEP~TETHxw~Eva.

because they appear inconsistently within :rvtP or because they occur outside

The equation Oxvpwl.\a

= 1';;l;J.D

is neither unique to nor

(# 1, 3, 6, 7, 9, 18.22.23,33,61,62,69) provide inconclusive proof either

consistent within LXX -..MP.
3. iivvopos
i1"~

= il'~

Hos 2:3(5); Joel 2:20; Zeph 2:13

This word pair is by no means unique to LXX-MP. Avv8poS' stands for
frequently and consistently in LXX-Psalms, LXX-Job, and LXX-Ezekiel.

6To Ziegler's credit, this preference for translating words denoting anger with the root idea of
oPYrl ) seems to be unique to LXX-MP. The translation
itself is, however, rare-- only four times. It brings only one-third of the Dodecapropheten into
discussion. However, this translational equivalent is by no means consistent within MP. The
Hebrew word ill:J.lJ is also translated by oPYrl (Has 13:11; Zeph 1:15, 18), and ~tLitJ receives
two other translations (hicaov Hos 2:5; 7:7, and E~E8npav Mic 2:8; 3:3).

OPJAiiv (instead of the more expected

7por example, Ziegler found strong support for his one translator thesis from the LXX
rendering oflll~tJ l:':::J.P ("grow pale") in Nahum 2:10 (11) and Joel 2:6. Both occurrences
receive the obscure translation tOS' 1TpOOWl)j.lct XVTpaS' ("as the blackening of a pot"), an
indication that both books had the same translator. However, Ziegler neglects to mention the
equally rare ),~tLh l''':'::D ill ;-1"1 ("and YHWH roared from Zion," Joel 3[4]:16; Amos 1:2)
which receives two different translalions in the LXX. The translator of Joel renders the phrase
o BE KVPWS' EK I~(Uv aVaKE:Kpd~ETaL, while Amos's translator renders it as KvpwS' EX IL(uV
E4>8Ey~aTo. Yet as Ziegler constructed his argument, he could employ both of these examples
to suuport his thesis. Ziegler's alleged "artfulness of the translator" seems to be a convenient
way to explain important discrepancies and inconsistencies.
Viewed another way, Ziegler's contention is a statement of the obvious, since no LXX
translator demonstrated absolute lexical consistency. Using lexical inconsistency as a
description of translation technique, one could argue that relationships exist between and
among any number of LXX translation units.
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MP/Jer a'/Ezk-- sometimes with equal frequency. For example, Tov noted the
translation of ni~J.~ i1iil" as KVPWS" 1TaVTOXPCi'TWP, which occurs over 100
times in:MP (and five times in Jer a' as well). However, what Tov did not note
is also important. This equivalence is not widespread in MP, it is not unique to
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Tov and Wright's 1985 study is an i~teresting entry into the sophisticated
world of computer analysis, but their survey includes only a few characteristics
which measure degrees of literalness. In order to demonstrate conclusively that

:MP, and it is not consistently used in MP. Half of the MP occurrences are in

various translation units are related, a more extensive profile of literalness must
be developed. Moreover, the statistics which Tov and Wright do develop are

Zechariah alone. The same rendering occurs eight times in the historical books.
In Zephaniah 2:9 the Greek equivalent is KVPWS" TtllV BVVaI1Ewv.8 Tov's

quite ambiguous. The parameters which they establish for Nahum and Joel are

examples are weak by his own criteria of uniqueness. The problem appears
again when Tov cites the equivalenc~ 1"1~ = IlEywTavES" (Jer 14:3; Nah 2:6;
Zech 11:2): _ 1"1~ occurs only one other time in MP (Nah 3:18), where it

shared by many other translation units; Qoheleth, Ezra, and 2 Kings share the
same range of literalness. Few would argue that those three books share the
same translator. In any case, Tov and Wright offer only qualified support for
the idea that LXX-Nahum and -Joel shared the same translator. They ultimately

received the translation ElvvaOTT]S".

classify the Book of the Twelve as an "inconsistent" or "indecisive" translation
unit (along with 2 Samuel and Ezekiel, both of which scholars suggest had more

Along with problems concerning consistency and uniqueness, the issue

than one translator).

of frequency troubles Tov's examples. Over one-third of his exemplary "unique
equivalences" consist of instances in which two or more unusual Hebrew words
are rendered by the

sam~

(and usually appropriate) rare Greek word. Data

We have examined three important studies of LXX-:MP, arguing that
they provide less-than-convincing material to support the idea that one person

involving such infrequent usage is difficult to evaluate; it fails to illuminate

was responsible for translating the whole of LXX-:MP. We have also suggested

regular patterns of usage. If a word occurs only a very few times in LXX, the
possibility exists that it was employed by several different translators, each of

that the logic underlying their methodologies is flawed. But what of the primary
evidence? Do LXX-Nahum and -Joel themselves contain indications that they

whom made an appropriate translation based on his understanding of various
obscure Hebrew VorZagen. We can illustrate this situation with a random

were translated by different people or groups? The evidence is, unfortunately,
ambiguous.

example. The word napa occurs only twice in LXX. In Daniel 3:21, it stands
for N';>~lJ. "cap" Ca hapax legomenon); in Ezekiel 23:15. it stands for nlO,
"flowing" (eight occurrences in MT). Using Tov's logic, one might advance the
highly unlikely argument that LXX-Daniel and -Ezekiel were translated by the
same handY Tov's examples--and the logic that impelled him to select them-lack credibility.
,:i
8In Isaiah, nlN.J~ illil' is consistently rendered by this phrase.
9Tov noted in his book that he failed to find any evidence which might suggest that the
same person did not translate Jeremiah at, Ezekiel, and MP. Several such pieces of negative
evidence surfaced in the course of this study which might rcfute Tov's argument from silence:
a. The word i"E)~ is rendered acp(ov; consistently in Joel, while its seven
occurrences in Ezekiel never receive that translation.

b, The word 77' is consistently and uniquely translated by al\aAa~GV in Jeremiah a'
and b', in distinction from all its uses in Ezekiel and MP. (AlLogther, ';J';J', occurs ,ten times in
MP. It receives either ElpEVELV or OI\OI\V~HV as its translational eqlllvalcnt 10 all those
occurrences.)
c. The consistent and unique translation of ill'n ';J}I: in MP is SapOH. The ~hra~e
appears seven times in Jeremiah, translated each time by I1n cpoj3dv. The only translatIOn 10
Ezekiel (it appears five times) is I-ln ¢oj3naEoOCU. Compare note 8 above.
d. In contrast to the five different Hebrew words OI;WKHV translates in MP, the
translator of Jeremiah used OI;WKGV only to stand for "lll at every occurrence.
Tov handily relegates to a footnote the one instance he unco~ered in which LXX-Jer d!ffer~
significantly from Ezekiel and :MP (note 23, p. 155, concemmg the absence of ov Tporrov lrll~.J

in LXX-Jer).
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Both translations try to avoid monotony.1 4 In at least one instance, the two
books share a demonstrably unusual translation. I5

translation of both books adheres closely to the word order of the Masoretic Text

(MT).lO In both books, Greek words almost always share a 1: 1 correspondence
with their Hebrew equivalents. II Neither book is given to paraphrase. 12 Both
books show a great deal of flexibility in translating verb fonus, with a tendency

toward creating participial constructions. They shift number, tense, voice, and
mood as context allows or demands. Both translations use a similar variety of

But do these similarities justify the predominant conclusion that the same
person or group translated both books? That question is difficult to address
since most of the similarities between Nahum and Joel are quite general.
However, significant differences in translation technique suggest that
Nahum and Joel came from different hands:

LXX~

techniques in the process of defining equivalents for unusual Hebrew words.13

lOThe exception is Nahum 3;8, a notoriously difficult verse in which either the translator's
Vorlage differed in its word order, or the translator manipulated the word order of his Vorlage to
convey meaning while maintaining a strict 1:1 correspondence between Hebrew and Greek
words. In that verse, the Hebrew l1r.1N N:JD "~ia"nil ("Are you better than No of Amon
[Thebes]?") apparently receives the translation aWOcraL xopor\v, EToillaam IlEpioa AllwV
("Tune the chord, prepare a portion; Amon .. ,"), At first glance, it seems there exists an
unexplained Greek plus (aWOaCH xopoTjv), which precedes the then correctly ordered
ETo[llaaa~ IlEpioa AllwV (= l1r.1N N:JD "~ia"nil). We suggest, however, that the translator
was faced here with a dittographic Hebrew text which read l1t1N NJtl11t1N NJD "J.ia"nil.
To make sense of this problematic reading, the translator reversed the order of the first three
words in order to give the sentence meaning, From his re-ordered Vorlage l1t1N NJtI
"~ia"r1i1 Nm liDN , he translated ap~ooa~ xopor\v, EToillaaal AllwV (using the
equivalences 11tlN =apj.lOaal , cf. Prav 8:30; Nm =xoporjv, cf, Ps 150:4; "~ia"nil
EToi~aaal ,cf. Mic 7:3; Nm = IlEp£oa , cf, Jer 13:25).
llNahum 2:4(5) is one of the few instances in which the translator veers away fram a 1:1
correspondence. The single word -P9?:l is rendered Wt; AallTTaOEq [TTvpod However, '''9?
= f..aIlTTaOES TTVPOS is an equivalence common throughout the LXX (Zech 12:6; Dan 10:6;
Gen 15:7), In this verse, the translator seems only to have been following convention.
12Nahum 1:9 may contain one small paraphrastic construction. In that verse, i1'~ 0.,tllJ9
receives the translation ol.q [ETTI. TO aVTo lev] 8f..i~H. Both LXX-Nahum and -Joel evidence
several small plusses. Most, however, are variants/non-variants such as avniq, Ehal, and
various articles (cf. E. Tov, The Text Critical Use of the Septuagint, Jerusalem Biblical
Studies 3 [Jerusalem: Simor Ltd" 1981], pp. 217-227). Both translations frequently add Kai,
translating poetic hypotaxis paratactically.
13Not surprisingly, the most common clue to meaning seems to have been context. In their
attempts to decipher unusual words, the translator(s) of both LXX-Nahum and -Joel used
known words which appeared nearby, For example, in Joel 2:20 (MT) a "stench" qn~, hapax)
goes up when the invader is thrown into the sea; LXX-Joel cogently interprets the rare word as
Bpop,oS', "loud noise." Sometimes the translator(s) might have established equivalents by
relating diffIcult words to fonns with which they were already familiar. These "pseudovariants" existed only in the translator's mind, so they are difficult to verify (cf. Tov, 1981, p.

(1) Lexical flexibility. We have already noted that LXX-Joel exhibits
greater lexical flexibility than LXX-Nahum.1 6 The translator of LXX-Joel
demonstrated his ability even by the way he dealt with the repetitive Hebrew
construction of the infinitive absolute. While the translator of LXX-Nahum
always translated infinitive absolutes stereotypically, LXX Joel's translator
consistently introduced some variation in his equivalences. For example, in
Nahum 1:3 the phrase i1pJ" }<:~ i1PJ1 becomes in translation wI. a81{lwv OVK
d:8I{lwon; in contrast, the translator of Joel renders ~tun ~tun as EPEVVWV
E6lPEVVllOEV 0:7). LXX-Joel offers multiple translations for even the simplest

words, most of which receive consistently the same equivalent in LXXNahum. 17
155); one possible example occurs in Nahum 1:3 where t'] 10 ("whirlwind," 2x TNK) is
translated avaaEwll0 ("earthquake/hurricane," cf.

mn in Nah 3:2 and Joel 2:10),

14Here are some examples from both Nahum and Joel: l:JiJ~ ":JtI~ = 01. O:KOVOVTEq Tl)V
aYYEf..iav aov, Nah 3:19; ~1n = Orjpaq / il91n = apnayi'jq, Nah 2:12 (13); O"J liJi1
0" J mil = (incorrectly) ~XOL E~r\XTJO"av, Joel 3(4):14;

tlp"n" N? tltI, "n"pJ1

= wI. EKO~Kr\OW TO ailla a-imJv Iwllov I-\TJ CiO"tlwO"w, Joel

3(4):21.
15S ee above, note 7,
16S ee above, pp. 58-59,
17Por example, (I)" J9? = ITa] Ej.l"rrpoa8EV av.ou (2:3), TTPO npoowlIov ainoiJ (2:3), and
npiv (2:31[3:4]); 'lJ~ = tv (2:8), ola (2:9); nNl

=mU"Ta (1:1), T01.aU"Ta (1:1); l"~ =alpha

negative (1 :6), ovx vnEpExwOal (1: 18), OVK Eonv (2:27). Compare Nahum, where
always stands for OVK Ecrnv (7x).

1" N
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Multiple words for "flying insect" appear several times each in both Nahum and

Joel. LXX-Joel consistently translates ~poilxos for P?' and aKpis for i1J1~.
(2) PIusses. LXX-Joel contains five times more interpretative additions

than LXX-Nahum. For example, Joel 1:5 embraces two LXX additions: E?

orvov alnwv and ElJ<PPOOVVll Kal

xapa.

On the other hand, LXX-Nahum is quite inconsistent in its equivalents (uKpis

Jll,

P?' ; ~povxo, = P?' , ilJ1l{; aTT'AE~o" '" ilJ1~).

The first appears under Origen's

obelus. The second seems to result indirectly from the mistranslation ofO"DlJ

?~. We suggest that the translator supplied the phrase

?')1

(4) Quality of translation.

IfLXX~Nahum

generally translates the MT

,1nDIJ (=

with which we are familiar, its translation is vastly inferior to LXX-Joel.

EVCPPOOVVTj Kal xapa., "joy and gladness") as the missing object of his phrase
on E?-ilpTal. h oT6~WTOS Vl-lwv.1 8 Interestingly enough, the added phrase
appears only a few verses later in Joel 1:16 as the object of the same verb en1'],

Nahum contains 43 misreadings (vs. 13 for Joel), 11 misunderstandings of
syntactical relationships (vs. 2 for Joel), and 7 misinterpretations of Hebrew
poetic parallelism (vs. 1 for Joel). These statistics take on even more meaning
given the relative lengths of Nahum and Joel: Joel is nearly twice as long as

niphal).

Nahum. 20
Four other plusses in Joel also reflect constructions which appear in
identical contexts elsewhere within both Masoretic and Septuagintal versions of
that book: lTOA"" 2:5 (cf. 2:2); ~EyaA~, 2:11 (cf. 2:31 [3:4]); 6 8EO, v~wv. 2:12

Translation errors in LXX-Nahum fall into several categories.
Sometimes the translator confused similar-looking letters (e.g. tli~n for tli~.J,

(cf. 2:13); TTavTa, 3[4]:4 (cf. same verse). In contrast, this phenomenon occurs

1:6). In other places, the confusion seems to be more auditory (e.g. tl11pJ. for

only once in Nahum (TTavTa, Nah 3:10; cf. same verse [2x]).

01DJ,3:12). There are problems with prefixes and suffixes (e.g.

il1~

(l)D

for in~IJ, 2: 1[2]). The translator posits the wrong root in several places (e.g.
In terms of grammatical lexemes, we may also note a difference in

11), for 11)" 1: 12) and fails to capture the full range of meaning for several

pronoun usage between Nahum and Joel. LXX-Joel adds eleven pronouns not

words (e.g. p1n hiphil ["take hold"] = KaTaKpaT1jOov ["make stronger"],

found in MT (including EK, aTTO, En, Els, and EV); LXX-Nahum adds only

3:14). In one instance, the translator divided the text incorrectly (O"IJ ?tU[IJ]

two. 19

for

(3) Word Usage. This study did not attempt an exhaustive analysis of
the vocabulary shared by Nahum and Joel. In at least one instance, however,
the two books establish patterns of equivalences which are quite suggestive.

181n MT, C;PD:I.l ?:I.l is the proleptic subject of the phrase tJ.J~tJlJ n1.JJ ".J ("for it is cut
off from your mouth"). The translator correctly rendered that phrase into Greek as on
EfijPTat b:: OHJI-WTOS- VI1WV ("for removed from your mouth are ... "). Unfortunately, the
translator understood O~D:I.l ?:I.l as ds- I1c8rj"V ("to the point of drunkenness") rather than the
more accurate "on account of sweet wine." Thus, the translation lacked a description of what
had been removed from the mouth of the Ninevites.
19This reckoning does not count two "added" pronouns in Nahum which result from
misreadings (10K, Nah 2:1[2]; E~, Nah 2:3[4]) or one which is a correct interpretation of he
locale (Ev, Nab 1:9).

0'D?0, 1:12).21

200f course, one might dismiss many of the difficulties outlined in this section by arguing
that LXX-Nahum is simply translating a poor text, or a text which varies appreciably from
MT as preserved in BHS. In that case, blame lies with the translator's faulty and/or variant
manuscript and not with his sloppy technique or poor understanding of Hebrew. Even this
large number of simple misreadings is easily explained by such logic. However, the
translator's consistent misunderstanding of Hebrew syntax and poetic form-- problems almost
unknown in LXX-Joel-- surely reflect more on the translator's (lack) of ability rather than the
state of his Vorlage.
21 Here is a catalogue of translation errors in Nahum:
graphic confusion-- 1:6; 1:8; 1:12; 2:3(4); 3:17
auditory confusion-- 2:10(11); 3:12; 3:17
prefix-suffix confusion-- 2:1(2); 2:3(4); 2:5(6); 2:9(10);
3:9; 3:14
root eonfusion-- 1:9; 1: 12; 2:1(2); 2:3(4); 2:7(8); 3:17
faulty word division-- 1:2
failure to capture semantic mnge - 1:12; 1:14; 2:2(3);
2:7(8) [2x): 3:3; 3:18
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The translator of Nahum frequently misunderstood the syntax of Hebrew

THE UNITY OF THE LXX MINOR PROPHETS

... €v TTvpi, ai
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i)via~ TWV uPIlciTwv al.mllv h TJIlEN EToqwoias alJToi),

sentences with which he was working. He ignored the basic sentence structure

Ka~ 01- l.lT1Tds eopvBTJ8rioovTa~

and thought division of the Vorlage, rearranging modifiers, shifting clauses, and

Kal. aVIlTTAaKr)oovTW Ev Tal$'

€v Tals 68015'. Ka~ ovyxv8i)aovTm

Ta apllaTa

TTAaTE[a~S"

confusing parts of speech. Compare Nahum 3:6, where the Hebrew verb
becomes the Greek adverbial phrase ,as aK.a8apaias aov. 22

[they have destroyed... their mighty men sporting] with fire, the

Nahum's translator was also generally insensitive to the mechanics of Hebrew

reigns of their chariots on the day of preparation, and the confused

l"n?.:J.:J'

verse. He commonly ignored the parallel structure of his Vorlage, generally

horesmen in the way. And the chariots will clash together and be

recasting the book as prose. That insensitivity manifests itself clearly in Nahum

entangled in the broad ways.

2:3·4(4-5). The intricately parallel Hebrew stichs

ll'XI Dl'.J .J;)lil nll'7!lIli~.J

The translator of Joel made significantly fewer mistakes in these four
categories, leaving us a Greek text far more accurate than LXX-Nahum. 24

1'7lllil 23D'llil:lill
j;)lil 1'7'71iln' m~mj
nUnlj 11pllipnlli'

We may conclude by reviewing this study'S main findings. Scholars
seem to begin by assuming that one person translated the entire Book of the
Twelve into Greek. They support that assumption with arguments that are
flawed in logic or unsupported by textual evidence. The problematic nature of

In a flash of fIre (go) chariots on the day of their mustering,

and the horses they make tremble.
In the streets the chariots go madly;

They run about wildly in the squares.

their assumption is further illustrated by a careful analysis of LXX-Nahum and Joel. This analysis reveals important differences in translational character which
make it difficult for us to assume that a single translator was responsible for both
books. From that point we might go on to extrapolate the existence of
significant differences among the Septuagint translations of other books in the

appear in Greek as:

corpus of 1v1P.
In light of these facts, the uncritical assumption of translational unity
within the collection which comprises the twelve minor prophets must be
rejected.

The methodological grounds for making judgments about the

relationships between and among the books of LXX-1v1P must be reassessed.
More detailed study of the subject is necessary before sweeping theoretical
assumptions are made.
22 Other problem verses include Nahum 1:4, 11, 12, 15 (2;1); 2:2(3), 7(8) [2x], 10(11) [2x1;
3:6.

Some evidence is contradictory; perhaps a quite

complicated redactional history may emerge for the Septuagint translations of the
Minor Prophets. At the very least, it becomes apparent that the question of the

23Reading with LXX (o~ UTTlEts), and Samaritan Pentateuch. Graphic confusion between:J
and ~ during the transmission of the Hebrew text is likely.

24For other examples of this desperate (and mistaken) attempt by the translator to make
sense of his source text, see Nahum 1:15 (2:1); 2:3(4), 4(5); 3:3,4,9, 10.
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unity of the Minor Prophets in the Septuagint is still open. To argue otherwise is
to be guilty of a serious oversimplification.
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